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Income
Already a ‘lost decade’

Income is at the core of living standards for American families and households.
Income received from work, returns on investments, and/or government benefits is what enables families and households to secure food and shelter, cover
unexpected costs (such as for hospital stays or roof repairs), withstand periods of
joblessness, save for children’s education, and ensure a comfortable retirement.
Three key issues arise when analyzing the trajectory of American incomes
in recent decades: the large cost inflicted by the Great Recession on American
incomes and the long shadow it is likely to cast on income growth in the next
decade, the steep and broadly recognized rise in income inequality since the late
1970s, and the contested question of just how well those in the middle of the
income distribution (i.e., the middle class) have fared in the face of this rising
inequality, and what their change in circumstances tells us about how to assess
American economic performance over that time.
While it is generally recognized that the Great Recession dealt a harsh blow
to American family and household incomes, our analysis reveals that the business
cycle preceding the recession was already shaping up as a lost decade for American
incomes. Between the business cycle peaks of 2000 and 2007, most measures
of typical American incomes registered either negligible gains or outright losses.
Median household income, for example, fell by 6 percent over the entire period.
Similarly, median income of working-age families never recovered its 2000 peak
in the years leading up to the Great Recession.
This poor performance during an economic recovery and expansion was then
followed by the severe setback to incomes during the Great Recession. Median income of working-age families, for example, fell 7.1 percent between 2007
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and 2010 (from $68,893 to $63,967). Further, the strong relationship between
income growth (or lack thereof ) and unemployment implies that if full labormarket recovery from the Great Recession takes as long as forecasters predict,
nearly two decades likely will pass before American incomes regain lost ground
and return to their 2000 levels. This is an underappreciated economic calamity.
The steep rise in inequality in recent decades is familiar to many readers and
has been the subject of many previous editions of The State of Working America.
It is widely acknowledged that American families and households with the highest incomes (the top 1 percent, for example) have been claiming an increasingly
large share of overall income. Further, the amount of additional income they
have received is economically significant and greatly constrains how much income
growth is left over for others to enjoy. Take one example: Between 1979 and 2007
(the last year before the Great Recession) the top 1 percent of households claimed
more of the total income growth generated in the U.S. economy (38.3 percent)
than that claimed by the bottom 90 percent of households (36.9 percent), even
when including the value of government transfers (such as Social Security) and
employer-provided benefits. In that same period, income of the top 1 percent of
households grew 240.5 percent, compared with 10.8 percent for the bottom fifth
of households and 19.2 percent for the middle fifth of households.
This rising inequality has been primarily driven by developments in market
incomes, particularly the rapid concentration of income derived from labor (labor earnings, also referred to as “wages” in this book) and income derived from
capital ownership (such as interest, dividends, and capital gains) in the hands of
households at the top of the income scale. Trends in taxes and transfers (together,
“nonmarket incomes”) have generally failed to counter this concentration of market incomes, and have actually heightened inequality of market incomes by some
measures. For example, the net effect of taxes and transfers boosted overall income
of the bottom fifth of households by 37.2 percent in 1979 but just 28.3 percent
in 2007.
In addition to the growing concentration within both labor- and capitalderived incomes, there has been a large increase in the share of overall income
coming from owning capital and a decrease in the share coming from other sources, notably from work (labor income). This shift from labor-derived to capitalderived income in recent decades has contributed significantly to the growing
share of income claimed by households at the top of the income distribution.
From 1979 to 2007, the share of overall income claimed by the top 1 percent
of households rose from 9.6 percent to 20.0 percent, or 10.4 percentage points,
compared with the 7.0 percentage-point gain that would have occurred without
the shift towards capital-based incomes. This means that for the top 1 percent of
households, nearly one-third of their income share increase was driven by this
shift toward capital-based income.
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The last section of this chapter addresses the controversial question, “How
well did middle-income households and families do in the decades leading up to
the Great Recession?” Recent revisionist literature has downplayed the economic
significance of rising inequality by claiming that households and families in the
middle of the income distribution have managed significant income gains despite
rising inequality, when the value of in-kind benefits (such as medical care) and
government transfers is included in income measures. But these analyses consider
any income growth above zero to be “significant.” We argue for more analytic
discipline, asserting that income gains for specific groups of households should be
measured against benchmarks of performance for the overall economy. Further,
we argue that the economic value of these medical benefits are overstated due to
a technical flaw in how they are deflated; adjusting for the flaw greatly reduces
the contribution they make to income growth for the middle fifth of households.
Lastly, we argue that the sources of these income gains must be examined to determine whether the private economy is performing efficiently or fairly.
On the first issue—proper benchmarks—we note that while comprehensive
incomes of households in the middle fifth of the income distribution grew 19.1
percent between 1979 and 2007, incomes in 2007 would have been 27 percent
greater had they kept pace with the overall average income growth over the period
(see Chapter 1). Of course, this overall average growth rate was buoyed by the
extraordinarily fast income growth at the very top of the income distribution. But
in a real sense, rising inequality can be described as a 27-percent tax on middleincome growth over these years—an implicit tax that dwarfs the impact of any
real-world tax these households face. (For this calculation we used unrounded
data provided by the Congressional Budget Office, which shows middle-fifth incomes grew 19.1 percent, rather than the 19.2 percent growth rate, from publicly
available data, cited earlier.)
On the second issue—the value of medical benefits—we note that moreoptimistic portrayals of middle-income growth over this period rely heavily on
flawed assumptions about how to value the nominal payments made to families
to cover the costs of health care. When these health care payments are properly
deflated to reflect the very rapid health care cost inflation from 1979 to 2007,
income growth of middle-income households is much reduced. Roughly onethird of the overall 19.1-percent income growth in these years is erased if we use
a correct medical-care-specific price deflator for these benefits.
On the third issue—the sources of these income gains—we argue they do
not indicate efficiency or fairness in the overall economy, particularly in boosting
growth for middle-income households over these decades. Although incomes of
middle-income households grew between 1979 and 2007, this growth was driven to a large degree by government transfer payments, primarily Social Security,
Medicare, and Medicaid. The growth of these social insurance programs is a clear
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policy victory in that they are doing what they are designed to be doing: boosting
growth and economic security for American households. However, there is little
reason to take the growth of these programs as evidence that the private economy
is being managed well or fairly for middle-income households.
Further, to the degree that market-based incomes (which, for the middle fifth
of households, overwhelmingly come from wages) have contributed to rising total
incomes in recent decades, it is not due to increasing hourly wages (a claim documented more fully in Chapter 4). Rather, much of the rise in annual wages for
middle-fifth households has been driven by increased hours of work. Working-age
households in the middle fifth increased average annual hours worked by 327 between 1979 and 2007. Married couples with children in the middle of the income
distribution increased their average annual hours worked by 577 hours between
1979 and 2007. These increased hours certainly purchased higher incomes, but
it is incorrect to equate higher income with increased living standards without
reckoning for the cost of working this much more.
The relatively stagnant hourly wage growth over these decades is particularly
dismaying when we realize that households in the middle fifth made extraordinary efforts to increase their educational attainment and also gained more potential labor market experience. For example, the share of workers in middle-income
households who had a four-year college degree or more education rose from 14.5
percent in 1979 to 22.3 percent in 2007, an increase of more than 50 percent.
All in all, once we account for this increased effort on the part of American
households, it is hard to find much evidence that the private economy has been
particularly friendly to the longstanding American aspiration for improving living
standards.
There is one exception to this generally poor labor market performance for
middle-income households: the economic boom in the late 1990s. More than
90 percent of the growth in average annual wages for working-age households
between 1979 and 2007 occurred between 1995 and 2000. Growth in annual
earnings during these years was driven more by rising hourly wages than by increased hours of work. Without this brief period of genuine labor market success,
the labor market for middle-income households during the three decades before
the Great Recession would have been uniformly disastrous.
In short, there have been some clear victories in the march to better living
standards in the decades preceding the Great Recession—the rise of social insurance programs and the brief period of genuine labor market tightness that spurred
broad-based wage growth in the late 1990s—but family and household incomes
over the business cycle from 2000 to 2007 experienced the weakest growth on
record. And, as this chapter will demonstrate, there is plenty of reason to worry
about what is to come.
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Table notes and figure notes at the end of this chapter provide documentation for the
data, as well as information on methodology, used in the tables and figures that follow.

The basic contours of American incomes
Analyses of American incomes often examine family or household income. Following the official U.S. Census Bureau definitions, a family is a group of two or
more people related by birth, marriage, or adoption who reside together, whereas
a household consists of all the people who occupy a housing unit. All families
are, by definition, also part of a household, but the reverse is not necessarily true
(for example, single-person households are not considered to be a family). In this
chapter we document trends in both the family and household income distributions, specifying in each case which data series is under discussion. When families
are grouped by race and ethnicity, the household head’s race or ethnicity is used
to categorize the family.
Using families as the unit of analysis allows us to study data over a longer time
period (family income data are available from 1947 to 2010). Using household
data, however, takes advantage of the greater detail available in public datasets for
the post-1979 period. In addition, household data capture more of the population, because every person included in the annual Census survey of income (the
Current Population Survey Annual Social and Economic Supplement) is placed
into a household, but not necessarily into a family.
It is important to recognize that the average size of families and households
changes over time. Between 1979 and 2007—the period examined most thoroughly in this chapter—the average size of families and households declined in
nearly every income group. This means that, all else equal, growth in family or
household income per person was faster than growth in total family or household
income over this period. Some analysts contend that growth in family or household income per person is the only relevant measure of living standards and that
income data unadjusted for changing family and household size over long periods
therefore underestimate income growth.
There is at least a grain of truth to this argument: Clearly a household income
of $100,000 is consistent with a much higher living standard if the household
consists of a single person rather than a family of six. However, it is not entirely
clear that diminishing family and household size can be interpreted as a pure
economic good. Take the case of families with children, which have experienced
roughly the same reduction in size as most other family and household categories.
Although it sounds odd to non-economists to think of it this way, it is true that
part of a family’s decision about the number of children to have rests on the family’s concept of children as “consumption goods;” if the price of having and raising
children rises sharply relative to other consumption goods, this can lead families to
having fewer children and consuming more of other goods. Because size-adjusted
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household income is adjusted by the number of “children” but not by the number of “other consumption goods,” this switch from one way that families spend
resources (having children) to other ways (consuming other goods) automatically
boosts some measured incomes. Similarly, if families decide to have fewer children
because they don’t expect income growth sufficient to ensure that their children
are raised well, this could also mechanically raise size-adjusted income measures.
For these reasons, we are unconvinced that the mechanical boost to size-adjusted
household and family incomes should be banked as an unambiguous increase in
living standards.
In addition, focusing simply on size-adjusted family or household income
growth would entail making some very strong assumptions. The first assumption
is that family or household resources are indeed evenly shared among all members, and that intra-household distribution has not changed over the decades. The
second assumption is that nothing is changing in the wider economy to increase
or decrease the economies of scale available from consumption goods that determine the potential costs and benefits of cohabitation. Imagine, for example,
that the relative price of goods that cannot be shared among household members
(medical care or education, for example) rises sharply over time while the relative
price of goods that can be shared (rental costs, appliances) falls sharply. These
relative price changes would diminish the cost of living in smaller households.
Shrinking household size would be a rational response to changes in the economy,
yet it reflects a genuine decline in utility (a rise in the price of something that cannot be shared among members of the household). Yet, to sterilize this change, to
just mechanically adjust for household size, would fail to note this utility loss.
Because we are uncomfortable making the strong assumptions needed to focus solely on size-adjusted income levels, we report income levels for households
and families unadjusted for changing family size. Although adjusting for family
and household size changes would result in a higher income growth rate between
1979 and 2007, it would not generally affect trends in income distribution (as
nearly all income groups experienced roughly similar changes in household size).

Family and household money income

Table 2.1 shows real average family “money income” by income fifth and of families in the top 5 percent of the income distribution. The data are presented for the
business cycle peak years 1947, 1979, 1989, 2000, and 2007 as well as for 1995,
the midpoint during the 1990s business cycle after which incomes grew rapidly
across the board, and for 2010, the latest year for which we have data. “Money
income” refers to earnings from work; government cash payments, such as Social
Security and unemployment benefits; profits, interest payments, rents, and other
cash income accruing to owners of businesses and capital assets; and other miscellaneous sources of cash income. Though capital gains are part of money income,
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they are not included in Table 2.1 because they are not included in the annual
Current Population Survey (CPS) supplement that collects the data. Also not in
the table, because they are not considered to be money income, are in-kind benefits from government or private sources, such as food stamps, housing vouchers,
Medicaid, and employer contributions for health insurance premiums. Much of
this section of the chapter focuses on money income because it is the measure
most reliably tracked by the CPS Annual Social and Economic Supplement and
allows for detailed analysis over a long period, in some cases six and a half decades.
Later sections in this chapter examine datasets that include more comprehensive
sources of income.
To construct the table, families were ranked from lowest to highest by income
levels and then broken into equal fifths, with the top fifth broken down into families between the 80th and 95th percentiles and families in the top 5 percent. The
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underlying data do not allow finer breakdowns within the top 5 percent (such as
the top 1 percent), but data from other sources presented later in this chapter allow for detailed upper-percentile breakdowns.
The table highlights a key theme of this chapter: Between 1947 and 1979,
family income growth was relatively uniform across the income distribution, but
between 1979 and 1995, family income growth was greater further and further
up the income distribution. In the late 1990s, growth was rapid and uniform
among the bottom four-fifths and even more rapid at the very top. Then, between
2000 and 2007, income growth was weak across the board, even among families
in the upper reaches of the income distribution, largely due to the decline in incomes associated with the burst of the stock market bubble in 2001. Later analysis
will show that families at the very top of the distribution did well after the initial
stock market decline hit its trough.
Average real income of the middle fifth of families grew from $56,466 in
1979 to $62,268 in 2010, an increase of 10.3 percent. Average real income of the
top fifth rose from $133,340 to $193,308 (45.0 percent), and average real income
of the top 5 percent increased from $197,373 to $323,183 (63.7 percent).
These disparate growth patterns hold for household incomes, though the data
for households do not go back as far as for families. Table 2.2 demonstrates that
the average money incomes of households are lower than those of families. This
makes sense, as single-person households, a group with lower-than-average incomes, are not included in family income data. The table also shows the same
sharp rise in inequality after 1979 that was shown in family incomes. Income
growth of households in the middle fifth lagged behind that of the top fifth in
each period except 2000 to 2007, when middle-fifth incomes shrank just slightly
less (0.1 percent less) than top-fifth incomes. Average real income of the middle
fifth grew from $47,432 in 1979 to $50,865 in 2010, an increase of just 7.2 percent. Average real income of the top fifth rose from $124,917 to $174,985 (40.1
percent), and average real income of the top 5 percent increased from $190,513
to $296,763 (55.8 percent).
Table 2.3 shows the money income thresholds for income fifths and the top
5 percent of families and households. Whereas the previous table showed average income for these groups, this table shows their income ranges. These thresholds may help readers determine their own place in the income distribution. The
thresholds also highlight the extent of income inequality in the upper end of the
income distribution. For example, while Table 2.1 shows that the average income
of the top 5 percent of families was $323,183 in 2010, Table 2.3 shows that the
minimum income needed to be in the top 5 percent was much lower—$206,675.
This means that even within the top 5 percent, families and households make
much more at the upper end than at the lower end of the range.
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Table 2.4 introduces some elements of nonmoney income by displaying the
sources of comprehensive income by income fifths and for the top 10 percent
of households (separated into three mutually exclusive groups) in 2007. The
table uses the household “comprehensive income” measure from the Congressional Budget Office, which includes several income sources (such as employersponsored health benefits and noncash government transfers in the “in-kind”
column) that are not included in the CPS money income data.
As the table shows, money income (represented in this table by all the rows
“Wages” through “Cash transfers”) made up a large majority of total comprehensive
income—86.1 percent. It also shows that the relative importance of income sources
differed greatly among income fifths. For example, wages account for around 60
percent of total income for the middle three-fifths of the income distribution, yet
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only 26.7 percent of total income for the top 1 percent of households. Conversely,
capital incomes (interest and dividends, capital gains, and business income other
than proprietors’ income) were less than 5 percent of total income for each fifth in
the bottom four-fifths but 58.9 percent for the top 1 percent. This disproportionate
importance of capital income for the top 1 percent of households will become important in later sections as we explore the sources of growing inequality since 1979.
Because “proprietors’ income” measures the earnings of businesses owned and
operated by a single owner/employee, it is difficult to cleanly parse into either wage
or capital income. In this chapter we tend to leave this income in its own category.
Given that it is a small and shrinking share of overall comprehensive income (falling
from 3.0 to 2.4 percent of overall income between 1979 and 2007), its inclusion in
any particular income category would not significantly change trends or levels.

Median family income as a metric of economic performance

Changes over the full income distribution are examined later in the chapter; here,
we focus on a commonly cited metric of economic performance—growth in median family money income. Median family income is simply the income of the
family that is at the exact center of the income distribution, with half of families
having higher incomes and half having lower incomes. Figure 2A charts real median family income from 1947 to 2010.
With a little squinting, we can see that median family income either grew
much more slowly or fell during recessions (shaded grey on the graph) before
generally beginning to grow shortly after the recessions ended. A key thing to
notice about this figure is how long it took median family income to recover its
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pre-recession level following the recessions of the early 1980s, the early 1990s, and
the early 2000s—seven full years in each case. Further, even when median family
income finally did surpass its previous 2000 peak in 2007, it was only 0.4 percent
higher—$66,554 versus $66,259 (and by 2010 was back down to $62,301). In
short, median family income growth has taken much longer to achieve real gains
following recessions in recent decades than during pre-1980 business cycles. The
next section of this chapter, which addresses the Great Recession and American
incomes, will provide evidence that the sluggish growth of median family incomes
following recessions is likely to continue in the coming years.
Median family income growth in the 2000s was even worse for workingage families, as shown in Figure 2B. Real median income of this group (which
excludes families headed by persons more than 64 years old) never regained its
2000 peak of $69,233 following the 2001 recession. By 2007, it had only recovered to $68,893, 0.5 percent below the 2000 peak. By 2010, in the wake of the
Great Recession and its aftermath, the median income of working-age families
was $63,967, 7.6 percent below the 2000 peak. Even if the median income of
working-age families began growing at the relatively rapid annual rate that characterized the 1989–2000 business cycle (1.0 percent average annual growth), the
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2000s peak would not be reached until 2018—constituting nearly two decades of
lost income growth for this group.

A look at income by income fifths

Of course, median family income represents only one point in the U.S. income
distribution. Figure 2C shows average annualized income growth for family income fifths (calculated by ranking incomes from lowest to highest and then dividing into fifths) as well as for the top 5 percent of families. Between 1947 and
1979, income growth was relatively uniform for all fifths and even the top 5 percent. Average annual growth rates ranged from 1.9 percent (for the top 5 percent)
to 2.5 percent (for the bottom fifth).
The 1979–2007 period had a very different pattern, with faster growth among
the higher-income fifths and the fastest growth for families in the top 5 percent.
These data clearly reveal the contrast between the broadly shared growth seen
from World War II through the 1970s and the concentrated-at-the-top growth
seen since.
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Median family income by race, ethnicity, and nativity

Family money income differs significantly by racial and ethnic group. Table 2.5
shows real median family income by race and ethnicity for business cycle peaks,
as well as for 1995, and 2010. It also shows income earned by black and Hispanic families as a share of white median family income. In 2010, for example,
the median income was $39,715 for black families and $40,785 for Hispanic
families; both were less than 63 percent of white median family income, which
was $65,138.
While Table 2.5 shows that white families have consistently higher levels of
income than African American or Hispanic families, it also highlights trends in
median income growth. For example, both white and black families experienced
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their highest annual income growth rates between 1947 and 1967 (3.0 and 3.8
percent, respectively) while income growth for both racial groups dropped to essentially zero between 2000 and 2007 (white median family income grew an average of 0.1 percent annually and African American median family income shrank
by 0.1 percent annually).
Another key finding of this table is shown visually in Figure 2D. Between
1947 and 1969, the relative incomes of African American families rose substantially—from 51.1 percent of white family incomes to 61.3 percent. In the 1970s
and 1980s, this relative progress reversed and, by 1989, the median income of
African American families was only 56.2 percent of median white family income. However, rapid growth in the 1990s pushed this relative income to a
historic high of 63.5 percent by 2000, an increase of 7.3 percentage points over
the 1989 level. But by 2007 this relative income had declined to 62.3 percent,
and by 2010 it was down to 61.0 percent. In 2010, median income was $65,138
for white families, compared with $40,785 for Hispanic families and $39,715
for black families.
This fluctuation foreshadows a key finding of the next section: Typical American families and households need low rates of unemployment if they are to achieve
fast gains in income (especially gains that are not just purchased by working longer hours), and the benefits of low unemployment disproportionately accrue to
often-disadvantaged groups of workers. In fact, the tight labor markets of the late
1990s were actually a prime driver of relative income gains for African Americans,
gains that were comparable to those experienced during the height of the Civil
Rights revolution.
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Lastly, it is also worth looking at the basic contours of American incomes by
nativity status. Many economic observers have tried to excuse the poor growth
in median incomes in recent decades by arguing that a rise in the share of poorer
immigrants in the population is pulling down median incomes through composition effects. The idea is that if a substantial number of new immigrants enter
the country and have below-median incomes, they would bring down the overall
U.S. median income even if the income distribution of those already here did
not change. Figure 2E shows median family income growth by nativity status
since 1993 (the first year data on nativity status are available). This series shows
that median income growth for native families very closely matched overall median income growth between 1993 and 2010, with cumulative growth of 12.2
percent for native families and 10.2 percent growth overall. The fact that growth
trends for native-born families are very similar to the overall growth trends means
that a rising share of immigrants over this period cannot explain poor median
income growth.
Of course, this exercise simply tests the composition effect of nativity status
on income growth. If competition from immigrants did push down wages of
native-born workers, then simply removing immigrant families from these data
would not remove this effect (since it is embedded in the native-born incomes).
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However, the clear responsiveness of both immigrant and native-born family incomes to overall economic conditions (incomes rose sharply during the
tight labor markets of the late 1990s and had sluggish growth during the lowemployment-growth 2000s) does suggest that overall economic trends seem to
be a first-order determinant of income growth for both sets of families.

The Great Recession and American incomes
What is now known as the Great Recession officially began in December 2007
and ended in June 2009. Yet the economy did not begin registering reliable employment growth until the last quarter of 2010. By the end of 2010, this extended
period of economic weakness had taken a heavy toll on American incomes. This
section examines the actual and projected effects of the Great Recession on various income and demographic groups.

Impact by income group

Figure 2F shows declines in family money incomes between 2007 and 2010
by income fifth. Over the downturn that began with the Great Recession,
family money incomes declined significantly for all income fifths, with the
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lower fifths hit hardest: Incomes fell 11.3 percent for the bottom fifth (from
$17,430 to $15,464 as shown in Table 2.1), 6.6 percent for the middle fifth
(from $66,651 to $62,268), and 4.5 percent for the top fifth (from $202,335
to $193,308).
This pattern is familiar. Figure 2G shows the fall in real family incomes for
the bottom and middle income fifths over the past three downturns, beginning
with the business cycle peak year before the start of each recession. In each instance, the income decline caused by the recession is larger for the lowest income
fifth than for the middle fifth, as workers at the lower end of the income distribution tend to be harder hit by job loss and hours reductions during downturns than
are workers further up the income scale.
However, Figure 2F does display a perhaps-surprising feature of recent recessions: income losses experienced by families at the very top of the income
distribution. Incomes of the top 5 percent of families fell 5.9 percent between
2007 and 2010—a loss greater than that suffered by families in the fourth and
top fifths of the distribution. There is, however, a reasonable explanation for this
pattern (documented in a longer timespan in Figure 2H ahead). A large share of
income of families at the top of the income distribution is linked directly to asset
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markets (through the exercise of stock options and bonuses tied to measures of
corporate profitability, for example). These asset markets lost significant value
when the stock market bubble of the early 2000s and the housing market bubble
of the mid-to-late 2000s burst. Under such conditions, income declines at the
very top of the income distribution often exceed those in the next lower groups
and (though not the case in 2007–2010) are sometimes even larger than at the
bottom of the distribution.
Some economic observers have argued that the income decline among families at the top implies that the Great Recession “solved” the problem of economic
inequality. This is almost surely not the case.
Capital gains are an important source of income for the most affluent households, constituting 21.9 percent of total comprehensive income for the top 5 percent of households in 2007. Because it is tied to stock market valuations, capital
gains income tends to fall sharply during recessions, and this is precisely what
happened following the stock market crash at the end of 2008.
However, capital gains also tend to rise sharply once economic recovery begins, and capital gains incomes of the most affluent households tend to rise. Figure 2H plots the value of the Standard and Poor’s index of 500 companies (a
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leading measure of stock market health) between 1979 and 2011 against capital
gains income for the top 5 percent of tax units in the income distribution between 1979 and 2010. It shows that the capital gains incomes of these households
closely follow asset values. This largely explains the big drops and rapid recoveries
of high incomes during and after recessions. In short, there is a persistent upward
trend in income growth for those at the top of the income distribution that is only
temporarily halted during recessions accompanied by stark drops in stock values
(as the last two recessions have been). Extrapolating from the recovery in the stock
market in the last two years, it would be safe to bet that incomes at the top of the
income distribution will register much stronger recovery than incomes below the
top in 2011 and beyond. It should also be noted that wage and salary incomes of
the highest-income households are also often tied to stock market performance,
because these households tend to receive stock options and bonuses linked to firm
performance. In short, the highest incomes do tend to fall further when recessions
are associated with stock market declines, but tend also to quickly rise following
the market’s recovery.

Impact by race and ethnicity

Income declines caused by the Great Recession have also differed by race and
ethnic group, with racial and ethnic minority households experiencing the largest declines. Figure 2I shows that between 2007 and 2010, real median household income declined 5.4 percent for the median white household, 7.2 percent
for the median Hispanic household, 7.5 percent for the median Asian American
household, and 10.1 percent for the median African American household.

Income losses projected for years to come

While the Great Recession officially ended in 2009, the damage to family income
growth from elevated unemployment is likely not over. The unemployment rate
averaged 8.9 percent in 2011, and is generally not expected to fall below 7 percent
until 2016.
Figure 2J shows, from 2000 onward, the actual and projected family income
growth for the middle fifth of the income distribution. The projected paths are
modeled based on the relationship between income growth and the unemployment rate from 1948 to 2010. The projected unemployment rates for 2012 and
later come from two prominent economic forecasts—one by the Congressional
Budget Office (CBO) and one by Moody’s Analytics. Our forecast overestimated
income growth in the 2000s because the decade’s unemployment rates, low by
historical standards, did not translate into large income gains (as emphasized in
the previous section). That is, incomes grew less than expected in the 2000s given
relatively low unemployment rates.
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However, the statistical relationship captured in the prediction line does reflect the turning point in family income in 2007 and does a decent job of predicting the extent of income declines after 2007: Actual incomes of the middle fifth
fell by 6.7 percent, compared with a projected 8.0 percent decline.
The outcome of this exercise for 2012 and later is grim. Using the CBO
unemployment forecast, income of the middle fifth of families in 2018 will still
be more than 10 percent below the 2000 level. Even under the more-optimistic
Moody’s Analytics unemployment forecast, middle fifth income will not reach
its 2000 level by 2018. This analysis suggests again that roughly two decades are
likely to pass before typical families regain the level of income they had in 2000,
due to the weak income performance of the 2000s expansion combined with the
very long reach of the Great Recession.

Rising inequality of American incomes
As shown earlier in Figure 2C, family income growth since 1979 has become vastly
more unequal than growth between 1947 and 1979. This section explores income
inequality, first tracking trends in family income and thereafter focusing on household income. Switching to analyses of household income has two advantages. First,
as already mentioned, household data capture more people because virtually everyone in the population belongs, by definition, to a household, while not everyone
belongs to a family. Second, crucial aspects of the debate about American income
inequality in recent years have centered around some forms of income that are not
captured in the publicly available annual CPS data on family money incomes. In
particular, noncash transfers and compensation such as housing assistance, Medicare, Medicaid, and contributions to employer-sponsored health insurance (ESI)
premiums are not available in the data commonly used to chart family incomes.
However, the Congressional Budget Office has released a series of reports on the
distribution of household incomes and taxation that use publicly unavailable data
to apportion these noncash benefits across the distribution of households. Much of
the following analyses will draw on this extraordinarily useful dataset.

Family income inequality

Figure 2K charts money income growth for families at the 20th percentile, the
median, and the 95th percentile of the income distribution since 1947. The results
are striking—income growth that was nearly uniform across income levels for decades diverges markedly after 1979. From 1947 to 1979, annual family incomes
at the 20th and the 95th percentiles grew 2.3 percent on average while median
family income grew 2.4 percent. But between 1979 and 2007, average annual
income of families at the 20th percentile grew just 0.2 percent (from $28,471 in
1979 to $30,225 in 2007), compared with 0.6 percent for median families (from
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$56,553 in 1979 to $66,554 in 2007) and 1.4 percent for families at the 95th
percentile (from $146,517 in 1979 to $213,928 in 2007).
This pattern is important for a couple of reasons. First, it demonstrates that
rising inequality is not inevitable in advanced market economies—the United
States and other rich countries have had extended periods of rapid overall economic
growth with gains broadly shared across the income distribution. Second, it shows
that the increasing inequality documented in the post-1979 household data that follow is not unique to this dataset but appears in analyses of all datasets of American
incomes over time, regardless of whether they track family or household income.
Before turning to household data based on comprehensive incomes, we will
use the family money income data to examine the influence of nativity status
on rising inequality. As noted earlier in the chapter, many economic observers
blame the sluggish growth of median family incomes on the “compositional effect” of a rising share of immigrant families in the United States at the bottom of
the income distribution. That argument was shown to be false, since the median
family income of native-born Americans scarcely differed from the median family
income of all Americans between 1993 and 2010 (see Figure 2E).
Figure 2L illustrates the possible effect of nativity status on income inequality by displaying income growth of the 20th percentile, the median, and the 95th
percentile of all families and of just native-born families. The trends for all families and native-born famililes track each other closely, meaning that the growing
income inequality in recent decades is not simply due to a growing share of nonnative families in the U.S. population.
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The CBO data used in the following analyses of household income are based
on “comprehensive income.” This income measure includes market incomes
(earnings from labor, dividends, interest payments, realized capital gains, and
rents and other business income that accrue to owners of capital), transfer
payments from government (cash transfers, such as Social Security and unemployment insurance benefits, and noncash transfers, such as housing vouchers, food stamps, Medicare, and Medicaid), noncash employment income (the
value of employer-sponsored insurance paid to employees by employers), and
imputed taxes (taxes, such as the corporate income tax or the employer portion
of payroll tax, that are nominally paid by non-households but that, as most
economists agree, are actually borne by households in the form of lower wages
and incomes).
Measuring comprehensive income allows us to assess trends in living standards across the distribution of household income (though perhaps not perfectly—instances where the CBO may overstate income gains are discussed later
in this section). However, the measure can lead to faulty conclusions about the
related question of how well the private U.S. economy is generating increasing
living standards. As will be noted at the end of this chapter, the income gains of
American households in recent decades are not clear evidence that the private
U.S. economy is generating efficient and fair outcomes. Rather, these gains are
often evidence of just how hard American households have worked, by supplying more hours of labor to the paid labor markets and ensuring that they
constantly upgrade their educational levels and work experience.
Figure 2M illustrates a key finding on comprehensive income trends by
showing a striking pattern in average income growth by income group: Income
growth is strongly positively correlated with a household’s rank in the income
distribution, and the gap in income growth between the highest-income households and the rest is enormous. For example, the top 1 percent of households
registered cumulative income growth of 240.5 percent between 1979 and 2007,
while households in the bottom and middle fifths of the income distribution
posted gains of 10.8 and 19.2 percent, respectively.
Importantly, although income growth for households between the 80th and
90th percentiles and 90th and 95th percentiles was substantial (40.6 and 55.3
percent, respectively), this growth still far lagged that at the top: Income growth
of households between the 80th and 90th percentiles was just 16.9 percent of
growth for the top 1 percent, while that of households between the 90th and
95th percentiles was just 23.0 percent of growth for the top 1 percent. While
this chapter has a special focus on how households in the middle of the income
distribution have been faring, it is important to note that in terms of income
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growth the top 1 percent has been pulling away, not just from the middle, but
from other households in the top income fifth.

Sharp rise in income inequality apparent
in every major data source

The sharp rise in income inequality in the United States between 1979 and 2007
is apparent in every major data source and is almost universally recognized by
researchers. Table 2.6 shows the growth in average incomes accounted for by the
bottom 95 percent, top 5 percent, and top 1 percent of the population analyzed
by various income data sources and measures.
At first glance, these estimates are perhaps surprisingly bimodal. For example, CPS data show that the share of overall average household money income
growth attributable to the top 5 percent of households in the household money
income distribution was 37 percent (a contribution far in excess of their share
of the population). A study that supplements CPS data with estimates of taxes
paid and of in-kind incomes from employer-provided benefits and government
transfers (Burkhauser, Larrimore, and Simon 2011) found that the top 5 percent
of households accounted for 26.6 percent of overall average household income
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growth, an estimate of broadly similar magnitude—differing by just slightly over
10 percentage points—to the estimate using the unadjusted CPS data.
On the other hand, datasets that use Internal Revenue Service sources for
the highest-income households, such as those on household income from the
CBO (2010a) and on tax units from Piketty and Saez (2012), show much higher
shares of average income growth accounted for by the top 5 percent of the income
distribution. The top 5 percent of households accounted for 53.9 percent of average household comprehensive income growth according to CBO data that, as
mentioned earlier, uses IRS sources for top incomes and also includes the in-kind
income tracked by Burkhauser, Larrimore, and Simon (2011) and capital gains.
The widely referenced dataset from Piketty and Saez, published in 2003 and updated to 2010 (Piketty and Saez 2012), tracks only cash, market-based incomes; it
indicates that the top 5 percent of tax units accounted for 80.9 percent of average
growth from 1979 to 2007. (A tax unit consists of the people represented on a
single tax return.)
The differences between these estimates seem to be largely due to whether the
data used to construct the growth rates of the top 5 percent were “top-coded.”
Top-coding refers to when incomes above a given threshold are given a single
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uniform value; it is generally done in publicly available datasets to ensure confidentiality of the highest-income units in the sample. But because so much income
growth in recent decades has occurred at the very top of the income distribution,
datasets that include this top-code show much smaller increases in inequality than
datasets that are not top-coded. The CPS data on household money income, and
the Burkhauser, Larrimore, and Simon (2011) data based on the CPS data but
that add in other types of income, are top-coded. The Piketty and Saez data and
the CBO comprehensive income data are not top-coded, and this largely explains
why they capture the greater increase in the gap between average growth of the
top 5 percent, and everybody else.
The last row in the table provides calculations based on the CBO data but adjusted to exactly match the Burkhauser, Larrimore, and Simon (2011) concepts;
it strips out capital gains, shows post-tax, post-transfer growth, and allows in-kind
benefits such as health care to boost bottom-fifth incomes to the same degree estimated by Burkhauser and coauthors. Using the Burkhauser concepts, the CBO
data, which are not top-coded, display much larger increases in inequality than do
the CPS data, which are top-coded.

Piketty and Saez’s widely referenced dataset confirms
inequality trends shown in this chapter
One of the most referenced datasets showing the rise in American inequality
in recent decades was published by Thomas Piketty and Emmanuel Saez in
2003 and is regularly updated. The Piketty and Saez data are incredibly valuable for several reasons. First, it is an extremely long data series, compiled
from consistent, high-quality data from 1913 to 2010. In addition, the data
are not “top-coded,” meaning the highest incomes are included (including
even the top 1.0 and 0.1 percent), enabling us to chart the full extent of rising inequality.
However, most of this chapter uses other income data sources, primarily
because the Piketty and Saez data do not map perfectly to family or households incomes. Instead, Piketty and Saez use “tax units,” the people represented on a single tax return. Further, the Piketty and Saez data show pretax
and pretransfer market incomes, data which do not provide useful information for debates about how noncash income and transfers affect the bottom
99 percent of American incomes. Finally, the Piketty and Saez data do not
provide breakdowns within the bottom 90 percent.
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Nevertheless, the Piketty and Saez data are too important and useful to
completely leave out of any discussion of American incomes. Figure 2AA
compares their most iconic finding—the share of overall income claimed by
the top 1 percent of American tax units—with the share of income claimed
by the top 5 and top 1 percent of families or households from CBO and Current Population Survey datasets. All tell the same basic story about income
inequality: Those with the highest incomes have claimed ever-greater shares
of income in recent decades.

The Piketty and Saez data also contribute to our discussion by showing
that the rise in U.S. income inequality is unique in scale among all developed economies. Some other countries (mostly those that have pursued
economic policies closer to those of the United States) have seen some
increase in income inequality in recent decades, while others have seen
very little increase. But no country in the developed world has experienced
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a rise in inequality as pronounced as that seen in the United States (Figure
2AB).

The limited impact of taxes and transfers relative
to market income

Although tax and budget policies have dominated economic policy debates in
recent years, it is useful to remember that the large increases in income inequality
over recent decades have been overwhelmingly driven by market incomes, i.e.,
incomes households bring in before government taxes and transfers such as Social
Security and unemployment benefits.
Figure 2N shows changes in the share of total income claimed by households
in various income groups using two different measures of income shares. The
lighter-shaded bar in each income category shows percentage-point changes in
the market-income share (pretax, pre-transfer). For example, the market-income
share of the middle fifth of households dropped by 3.1 percentage points between
1979 and 2007. The darker-shaded bar shows changes in the post-tax, post-transfer income share. For example, the post-tax, post-transfer income share of the
middle fifth dropped by 2.4 percentage points over this period.
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The most striking aspect of this chart is that the bottom four-fifths of households (that is, 80 percent of Americans) lost income share, however defined, between 1979 and 2007. The big winners in terms of overall income shares (again,
however defined) are the top 1 percent of households, which have seen their
share of overall income rise by close to 10 percentage points (9.7 percentage
points for market-income share and 9.6 percentage points for post-tax, posttransfer income share).
This chart also demonstrates that changes in post-tax, post-transfer income
are largely determined by changes in market income. For example, gains in market incomes contributed a huge proportion (9.2 percentage points) of the entire
10.1 percentage-point increase in post-tax, post-transfer income shares of households in the top fifth. This means that any changes in government transfer policy
(e.g., unemployment benefits and Social Security) or in tax policy have played
relatively minor roles in changes of post-tax, post-transfer income; the key driver
has been changes in market-based incomes, namely what households have received in wages, benefits, and capital incomes.
This does not negate the importance of tax and budget policies. Indeed, we
could argue that lower tax rates on the very rich have given them extra incentive to
secure policies that redistribute more market incomes to them. For example, they
could choose to make it harder for low- and moderate-income workers to form
unions or to fight increases in the minimum wage. However, the lesser role of tax
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and transfer policies in driving overall income growth does imply that efforts to
improve the lot of low- and moderate-income families cannot rely solely on the
tax-and-transfer system.
Still, it remains useful to examine what developments in tax-and-transfer payments have and have not done in affecting income inequality. By some measures,
the changing effect of taxes and transfers on overall income inequality has exacerbated the trend towards growing inequality in market incomes. For example, the
CBO (2011) shows that the change in taxes and transfers between 1979 and 2007
actually increased the Gini coefficient (a measure of inequality; a higher value
indicates a less equal distribution of resources) of post-tax comprehensive income.
Indeed, taxes and transfers have been shown to be wholly ineffective in countering the large rise in market income inequality since 1979. Figure 2O, which
illustrates income groups’ share of pretax and post-tax comprehensive income,
highlights how ineffective tax policies have been in countering increasing inequality of market income. Each set of three bars corresponds to households in different
segments of the income distribution. The first bar in each set shows the change in
that group’s income share—measured as the difference between pretax and post-tax
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share—due to tax policy in 1979. For example, in 1979, the tax system boosted the
share of total income going to the bottom fifth of households by 1.0 percentage
point and boosted the share of total income going to the second fifth by 1.2 percentage points. The second bar in each set shows the difference between pretax and
post-tax share of total income in 2007. In 2007, the tax system boosted the share
of total income going to the bottom fifth of households by 0.9 percentage points
and increased the share of total income going to the second fifth by 1.0 percentage
point, both slight declines relative to 1979. In other words, taxes boosted these
groups’ relative income shares less in 2007 than they did in 1979.
Given the deterioration in market income shares for the bottom four fifths
of the income distribution shown in Figure 2N, the tax system actually would
have had to do more to smooth out inequality just to keep their 1979 shares of
post-tax income constant. The last bar in each set shows what boost the tax system
would have needed to provide in order to keep each group’s share of post-tax income stable from 1979 to 2007, given the increasing inequality in market income
over this period. For the bottom fifth of households, the tax system would have
needed to add 2.8 percentage points to pretax income share in 2007 to preserve
their 1979 post-tax share; and the tax system would have needed to add 3.9 percentage points to income to restore the second fifth of households to their 1979
post-tax income share. Instead, the tax system boosted these groups’ pretax share
by 0.9 percentage points and 1.0 percentage point, respectively, in 2007. One way
to interpret this is to say that the tax system, given underlying trends in market
income, has not only boosted the bottom two fifths’ pretax income share by less
than it used to, it boosted it by less than one-third of what was needed to have
kept the their post-tax income shares constant since 1979. Given this weak impact, it seems clear that changes in tax rates have, at best, been totally ineffective
in combating large increases in inequality since 1979.
Actual data on tax rates demonstrate why this finding is unsurprising. Effective tax rates by income fifth have converged rapidly in recent years, and average
federal tax rates for the top 1 percent of households fell from 37.0 percent in 1979
to 29.5 percent in 2007. While effective tax rates fell across the entire household
income distribution, the overall effective rate for the entire income distribution
only fell from 22.2 percent to 20.4 percent, a much smaller decline than that for
the highest-income households. Figure 2P shows effective tax rates for households at various points in the income distribution.
The data in Figure 2P underlie most of the remaining examination of the
tax-and-transfer system’s impacts on inequality trends over recent decades. It is
important to note that these data may well understate the decline in tax rates
for the very richest households over time. First, the trend of declining rates on
the highest incomes predates 1979, the starting point of the CBO data in the
figure. Second, even as marginal rates have fallen, the rapid rise in incomes of the
most well-off households actually increases their effective tax rates, all else equal,
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by subjecting a greater share of their total income to the highest marginal rates.
(Changes in effective tax rates are thus the net effect of legislated lowered rates
and the higher rates that result from increased incomes.) The CBO data do not
separate the changes in effective tax rates due to policy from those due to changes
in the underlying income growth of rich households. Third, the CBO data do not
include gift taxes and estate taxes. These taxes are paid disproportionately by the
highest-income households and have fallen precipitously for decades.
Figure 2Q provides (at least partial) correction for the each of these three understatements. Based on the work of Piketty and Saez (2007), it provides effective
tax rates that include gift taxes and estate taxes for finely grained income groupings over a longer period of time. The figure shows an extraordinary convergence
of tax rates across the income distribution.
Table 2.7 details some of these tax changes using data from the CBO (2010a).
The table clearly shows that the federal income tax remains progressive despite
changes during the 2000s that eroded progressivity. In each year, average effective
tax rates rose smoothly with income. Further, the large expansion of the Earned
Income Tax Credit (EITC) during the Clinton administration greatly reduced
low-income households’ effective tax rate—which has actually been consistently
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negative in recent decades. While the federal income tax has remained progressive
for any given year, policy has changed the level of its progressivity over time. Between 1989 and 2000, for example, the effective income tax rate on the top 1 percent of households rose from 19.9 percent to 24.2 percent, in large part because
of tax increases on high-income households during the Clinton administration.
Of course, as noted in the discussion of Figure 2P, the simple rates reported in
this table do not fully reflect policy changes that reduced tax rates on high-income
households. These households experienced fast income growth in the 1979-andon period under discussion, which, all else equal, would have led to rising effective
tax rates for them as more of their income was subject to the highest marginal
rates. The fact that the effective income tax rate for the top 1 percent fell between
2000 and 2007 (from 24.2 percent to 19.0 percent) is testament to the impact of
policies (the Bush administration tax cuts) that reduced tax rates at the high end.
The table also indicates the pronounced progressivity of the corporate income
tax—a tax that in 2007 averaged less than 1 percent of income for the bottom 80
percent of households, but was 8.8 percent of income for the top 1 percent.
The table also shows that federal payroll taxes are much flatter (i.e., less progressive) than income taxes. Because the tax base for funding Social Security is
capped (at just over $110,000 in 2012, for example), the payroll tax rate actually
falls sharply at the high end of the income distribution, with the top 1 percent
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paying only 1.6 percent of income in 2007, as opposed to the 9.4 percent paid by
the middle fifth of households.
Figure 2R shows changes on the transfer side of tax-and-transfer policy. The
bottom 40 percent of households saw outright declines in average annual cash
transfer income (such as Social Security and unemployment benefit payments)
between 1979 and 2007. For the bottom fifth this decline is large; they received
$2,125 less in cash transfers in 2007 than they received in 1979. For the middle,
fourth, and top income fifths, cash transfers have grown steadily over time, rising
by $2,786, $3,562, and $3,409, respectively, between 1979 and 2007.
When one adds in the “fungible value” of government transfers for health
care (i.e., the value of Medicare and Medicaid to recipients as calculated by the
CBO), transfer income of the second fifth rises by $1,735 in 2007 as compared
with 1979, still far less than the $6,019, $6,778, and $6,202 increase including
these transfers for the middle, fourth, and top fifths, respectively.
These medical transfers have done little to boost the change in overall transfers received by the bottom fifth of households, changing the $2,125 cash loss
into a $1,730 overall loss. However, part of the failure of medical transfers to
boost incomes of the bottom fifth is a symptom of how the data are constructed.
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For each person who reports receiving these transfers, the CBO assigns an
income value equal to the average per-beneficiary cost. But the CBO counts as a
gain in comprehensive income only those parts of Medicaid and Medicare transfers that boost a household’s potential for purchasing non-health-care-related
goods. Because many poor households have incomes that are not much greater,
and sometimes less, than the per-beneficiary cost of Medicaid and Medicare, this
means that the boost to non-health-care-related consumption possibilities (i.e.,
the “fungible value” of these benefits) is quite small.
Lastly, we can combine data on taxes and transfers by income group to measure their net impact on household incomes. The basic data are provided in
Table 2.8, which shows the effective tax rate as well as the transfer rate (the value
of government transfer payments divided by comprehensive income). Lastly, the
table calculates a net tax-and-transfer rate—the rate that shows how much the
combination of taxes and transfers either boosts or reduces comprehensive incomes. Note that a negative “tax rate net of transfers” means that transfers are
larger than taxes and therefore the tax-and-transfer system together provide an
income boost to the household.
The findings for the bottom fifth of households are striking: The net effect
of taxes and transfers boosted household incomes by 37.2 percent in 1979 but
by only 28.3 percent in 2007. In other words, the tax rate net of transfers increased over this period by 8.8 percentage points for the bottom fifth, as shown
in the last row of the table. For groups within the top 10 percent, particularly
the top 1 percent of households, the tax rate net of transfers, while starting
from a much higher level, moved in the other direction, dropping significantly
between 1979 and 2007. However, the biggest “swing” in the tax rate net of
transfers was actually for the middle fifth: In 1979 their tax rate net of transfers
was 10.2 percent, but by 2007 it had dropped to -1.3 percent, meaning that in
2007 the incomes of the middle fifth were boosted 1.3 percent on average by
the tax-and-transfer system.
The last row of the table summarizes the data by measuring how the change
in the effect of the tax-and-transfer system between 1979 and 2007 affected
household income.
The last three rows of Table 2.8 are displayed visually in Figure 2S. The
lightest-shaded bar in each set shows that between 1979 and 2007 the tax rate
declined across the entire income distribution, though the declines were greatest
for the top 1 percent. But the transfer rate, depicted in the second bar in each set,
increased for every group except the bottom fifth, for whom it dropped by 12.8
percentage points. Putting these two data points together, we find that the bottom
fifth of the income distribution saw their tax rate net of transfers increase by 8.8
percent over this period, while rates for the top four fifths dropped, with particularly large declines for the middle fifth (11.5 percentage points), the fourth fifth
(9.3 percentage points) and the top 1 percent (7.9 percentage points). Recall from
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Figure 2N, however, that favorable changes in the tax-and-transfer system for the
middle portion of the income distribution did not even come close to offsetting
their declining share of market income.
In conclusion, our review of market incomes vis-a-vis tax-and-transfer policy
finds that most of the rise in inequality in recent decades has been driven by trends
in market income. The equalizing effect of tax-and-transfer policy has been, at
best, wholly ineffective in countering inequality and, at worst, has exacerbated the
rise in market-driven inequality.

Factors behind the large rise in inequality of market incomes

There are basically three developments that caused the large increase in inequality of market incomes between 1979 and 2007: concentration of labor incomes,
concentration of capital incomes, and a shift in the share of overall income from
labor to capital incomes. Though not necessarily a significant contributor every
year, each factor had a strong influence on rising inequality of market incomes
during certain timespans within that period.
Market incomes of households can basically be classified as derived either
from labor services or from ownership of capital assets. Labor services are work
hours provided by household members to the paid labor force. Earnings from
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labor services depend on the amount worked and the pay per unit of work, usually hourly pay (wage and benefit) rates. Pay rates, in turn, depend on many factors,
some of which likely reflect a given worker’s underlying productivity (educational
attainment and experience, for example), and some of which reflect historical and
institutional influences on pay rates (such as industry, race and ethnicity, gender,
and nativity status; Chapter 4 covers these influences in detail).
Capital incomes are the returns to owning physical and financial capital, i.e.,
claims to income generated by businesses or government plants and equipment.
The income derived from owning this capital comes in the form of interest payments, dividends, realized capital gains, rent, and other business income. Essentially, capital incomes are the returns to holding wealth, whereas labor incomes are
the returns to work.
On average, households in all income fifths generate some income from both
sources. Obviously, a greater concentration of either labor or capital income in
higher income brackets widens income inequality. But because capital incomes are
much more concentrated at the top of the income distribution than labor incomes
(Table 2.4 showed these shares for 2007), an overall shift in the share of all income
from labor earnings to capital incomes will also tend to exacerbate income inequality. The next two figures and one table examine each of these factors in turn.
Figure 2T shows cumulative changes in real annual wages and salaries of
households at various points on the income scale between 1979 and 2007. The
data, which capture changes in how many household members work, how many
hours they work, and how much they earn per hour, show the rapid relative
growth of such labor income for the top 1 percent of households—183.4 percent, compared with only 1.7 percent for the middle fifth of households. Perhaps
surprisingly, wages of the bottom fifth of households rose by a seemingly healthy
38.0 percent over this period. But given that average wages of this group were
only $7,942 in 1979, this represents a per-household increase of only $3,017
over 28 years. Further, 87 percent of this increase occurred between 1994 and
1999, a period of rapid declines in unemployment that culminated in the lowest
levels of unemployment in a generation. The lesson that very tight labor markets
are needed to spur rapid wage growth for households at the bottom of the wage
distribution is explored further in Chapter 4.
A commonly cited explanation for this divergence of labor earnings—rising
educational disparities—does not seem particularly convincing as a key driver of
the trend toward greater concentration of labor earnings. Table 2.9 shows the
changing educational composition of the workforce (as measured by work hours)
by household income level. For households in each income distribution grouping,
it shows the share of the total hours worked by workers with different education
levels. The data suggest a large increase in educational attainment of the top 5
percent of working households: The share of work hours in this group accounted
for by workers without a high school degree fell from 6.3 percent in 1979 to 1.2
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percent in 2007, while the share of work hours by workers with an advanced degree rose from 24.3 to 36.9 percent.
However, the educational upgrading of other income groups is also dramatic.
For example, for households in the fourth income fifth, the share of all hours
accounted for by workers with a four-year college degree more than doubled between 1979 and 2007, rising from 11.4 percent to 23.8 percent. In the middle
fifth, the share with a college degree also saw a big jump, from 9.4 percent in
1979 to 16.7 percent in 2007, while the share with less than a high school degree
dropped by more than half, from 22.4 percent to 9.8 percent. The fact that increases in educational attainment at the top of the income distribution have not
dramatically outpaced increases in educational attainment lower down the distribution means that educational upgrading cannot explain the dramatic increases
in income inequality over this period.
Figure 2U is very similar to Figure 2T, charting cumulative growth in average annual capital income instead of labor income. This concentration of capital
income growth among high-income households is striking. Between 1979 and
2007, average capital incomes of the top 1 percent rose by 309.3 percent. Those
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of the fourth fifth rose by only 8.3 percent, while average capital incomes of the
bottom 60 percent of households actually fell.
Figure 2V shows the share of total capital income claimed by the top 1 percent, the 90th–<99th percentile, and the bottom 90 percent. In 1979, capital
incomes were already substantially unequal—the top 1 percent of households
claimed 39.4 percent of all capital income generated in the economy. However,
by 2007 this share had ballooned to 65.0 percent. The share of capital income
claimed by the remainder of the top 10 percent declined, from 28.3 percent to
20.3 percent over this period. However, the share of capital income claimed by
the bottom 90 percent dropped the most. In 1979, the entire bottom 90 percent
claimed less than a third (32.2 percent) of all capital income, and that fell to just
14.8 percent by 2007.
While the previous three figures have shown the generally recognized rising inequality of both labor earnings and capital income, Table 2.10 documents
the shift in aggregate income from labor to capital. As noted earlier, because the
highest-income groups receive the bulk of capital income (increasingly so over
the last 30 years), then a shift of total income toward more capital income and
less labor income will exacerbate overall income inequality. This shift from labor
to capital incomes between 1979 and 2007 is significant: The share of personal,
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market-based income accruing to capital owners rose from 15.0 to 19.7 percent
during this time. This 4.7 percentage-point increase came mainly from a 5.3 percentage-point reduction in the share of overall income accounted for by wages
and benefits of employees. Again, because capital income is much more concentrated than labor income (see Table 2.4) among high-income households, a shift
from the latter to the former will, all else equal, tend to increase overall income
inequality.
To highlight just how much this shift from labor to capital incomes between
1979 and 2007 affected trends in inequality, Table 2.11 shows what would have
happened had the share of total household income accounted for by capital (i.e.,
the “capital share”) remained constant at the 1979 level over this time. First, note
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that the overall income share of the top 1 percent of households rose from 9.6
percent to 20.0 percent—an increase of 10.4 percentage points—over this period
(see row six in the table). Even allowing for the rise in the top 1 percent’s share
of capital income (row three), if the share of total household income accounted
for by capital (row seven) had remained at its 1979 level instead of rising, the
overall share of income claimed by the top 1 percent of households (row eight
divided by row four) would have risen by only 7.0 percentage points—from about
9.6 percent to about 16.7 percent—rather than the actual 10.4 percentage-point
increase (figures in the table are rounded to the nearest decimal place). Thus, the
shift toward capital income accounted for roughly one-third (3.4 of 10.4 percentage points) of the increase in the total household income share claimed by the top
1 percent between 1979 and 2007.
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The breakdown of income shares and the degree of tradeoff between capital
and labor incomes shown in Table 2.11 is slightly complicated by categories such
as proprietors’ income, which can’t be clearly defined as either labor or capital
incomes. Thus, analysts often look at developments strictly within the corporate
business sector to get a better sense of capital and labor income shares. All income in the corporate sector (which accounts for nearly 57 percent of the overall
economy and 75 percent of the private economy) is classified strictly as either
labor or capital incomes, so there is no ambiguity about which category is gaining
or losing. Table 2.12 documents the share of corporate-sector income accruing to
capital owners versus to labor in recent decades. The table also conveys important
information on not just capital’s share of income but also profit rates and the
capital-to-output ratio in the corporate sector.
An increase in the share of corporate income accruing to capital owners (the
“capital share”) can happen for one of two reasons—a rising capital-to-output
ratio or a rising profit rate. The capital-to-output ratio is the value of the capital
stock (physical capital used in production) in the corporate sector divided by total
economic output in the sector. It is essentially a measure of how capital-intensive
production is. If production becomes more capital-intensive over time (i.e., if the
final cost of goods in the corporate sector reflects that proportionately more capital and less labor are used to produce the goods over time), then we should expect
the share of capital incomes in the corporate sector to rise.
The profit rate is total capital income in the corporate sector divided by the
value of the corporate capital stock. This is essentially the income generated per
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unit of capital for capital owners. If the profit rate rises, then capital owners can
enjoy a stable (or even rising) share of total income even if the output of the corporate sector is no more capital-intensive than before.
This relationship is somewhat analogous to hours worked and the hourly
wage rate. There are basically two ways for workers to earn more money: work
longer hours or earn a higher wage per hour worked. One can think of the capitalto-output ratio as the “effort” put forth by capital owners, while the profit rate is
the return to this effort.
Table 2.12 shows that between 1979 and 2007, corporate-sector production
did not become more capital intensive—the capital-to-output ratio remained essentially the same, at 2.01, in 1979, as in 2007, at 1.99. Yet the capital share of
total corporate income rose from 18.8 percent to 22.0 percent, reflecting a large
rise in the pretax profit rate from 9.4 percent to 11.1 percent. It is also worth noting that as effective corporate tax rates fell between 1979 and 2007, the post-tax
profit rate rose even further—from 5.8 percent to 7.5 percent.
The pretax and post-tax profit rates are shown visually in Figure 2W. In addition to their sharp upward jumps in the mid-1990s and 2000s, their levels at
the end of 2010 are also remarkable. By the end of 2010, the post-tax profit rate
reached its highest level since the 10.7 percent rate in 1966.
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Figure 2X demonstrates the influence of rising profit rates on the corporate
income share accruing to capital owners. It shows the actual share of corporate
income accounted for by capital and then shows what this share would have been
had the 1979 profit rate held constant. In 2007, this difference was 3.4 percent of
total corporate income (down from the peak difference of 6.5 percent in 2006, the
year of peak profit rates). Corporate sector net value added was roughly $8.0 trillion
in 2007; a 3.4 percent difference implies that roughly $270 billion went to capital
owners rather than employees relative to a counterfactual with 1979 profit rates
held constant. This is a substantial amount of money. If, for example, the corporate
sector accounted for the same share of overall employment as it did for total economic output (57 percent in 2007), then this would imply that 78 million Americans were employed in the corporate sector in 2007. If this were the case, given that
$270 billion could have gone to employee compensation had the profit rate in 2007
matched that of 1979, each of these employees could have had a roughly $3,400
raise that year (roughly 4.3 percent of average corporate-sector wages).
Finally, besides often being masked by a falling capital-to-output ratio, the
shift between labor- and capital-derived shares of income is probably muffled by
the fact that much of what is classified as labor income is actually tightly tied to
movements in the price of capital assets. The most obvious example involves stock
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options granted to CEOs and other highly paid wage and salary earners. When
these options are exercised, the resulting income is classified as labor income,
but the value of this income is directly dependent on valuation of the physical
capital stock (through equity prices). These options tend to be granted to the
highest-ranking managers of firms. All in all, they “look” much more like capital
income than labor income—they rise and fall with the valuation of the physical
capital stock, and they are even more concentrated among high-income households than the overall distribution of capital incomes. Freeman, Blasi, and Kruse
(2009) estimate that in 2006 stock options accounted for about $65.1 billion in
labor income that was probably better classified as capital income. Given that
stock options were not nearly as large a component of managerial pay in the late
1970s, this increase almost surely means that any estimate of the shift from labor
to capital incomes since then has been masked by the increasing, and quite likely
inaccurate, classification of a large form of income payments (stock options) as
labor income.
Figure 2Y provides a useful summary measure of the findings of this section
on rising inequality, charting the shares of total income growth from 1979 to 2007
attributable to growth in the incomes of various subgroups. Between 1979 and
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2007, average pretax income rose by 51.4 percent, according the CBO data on
comprehensive income. Figure 2Y shows that rising incomes of the top 1 percent
accounted for fully 38.3 percent of this total growth. Further, the top 1 percent of
households accounted for a larger share of overall average income growth between
1979 and 2007 than the bottom 90 percent of households combined (who accounted for 36.9 percent of overall average income growth). The top 10 percent
accounted for 63.1 percent of total growth. What this means is that a very small
slice of the population (the top 1 percent) is claiming large-enough shares of total
income growth to significantly affect how much is left over from everybody else.

How much did middle-income living standards
actually rise between 1979 and 2007?
It is clear that the Great Recession dealt a tough blow to living standards across the
household income distribution. What is much more contested is how much living
standards of middle-income households rose in the 28 years preceding the Great
Recession. Also crucially important to the public debate is a related question that
we examine in some detail: To what degree have the increases in living standards
of middle-income families been gained not because the overall economy performed well for this group, but because these households contributed more work
hours to the paid labor force and upgraded their educational attainment? Income
increases obtained by contributing more hours to the labor force or raising educational attainment have implicit ceilings. There are only so many hours in a week
and so many degrees that can be earned. In contrast, income increases earned by
economy-wide growth in wages per hour (reflecting overall productivity growth)
do not have any obvious ceiling. The durability of income growth will be much
greater if it stems from ever-increasing wages per hour. Unfortunately, that is not
how incomes at the middle generally have been raised in recent decades.
The relevance of controlling for hours worked by middle-income households
is obvious: Income increases obtained by working more hours do not necessarily
translate into increases in living standards. Leisure has value. More specifically,
economists tend to think the value of leisure is best approximated by the income foregone when leisure is “consumed,” and this foregone income is simply
a worker’s earnings per unit of work. The value of an hour of leisure for a worker
who commands $20 an hour when doing paid work is $20; and the decision to
work another hour to earn this $20 is also a decision to give up an hour’s worth of
leisure that is worth $20. Choosing to work may also require paying for services
household members provided when they were not in the paid labor force, such as
child care, transportation, preparation of meals, etc.
The relevance of controlling for educational upgrading is perhaps less clear.
But it seems fair to account for education upgrades when comparing measures of
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middle-income households’ economic performance to measures of overall economic growth (say, economy-wide productivity growth) to determine how much
of the growth of middle-income households’ living standards is purely exogenous
to their own effort. In a well-functioning economy, when households invest time
and money to increase their educational attainment, they should boost their own
living standards as well as overall productivity growth.
In other words, when productivity is growing at all (which has indeed been
true for the U.S. economy for more than a century), well-functioning capitalist economies ought to be able to generate growth in living standards even for a
population that does not see substantial educational upgrading. But we know that
the U.S. workforce has become substantially more educated in recent decades,
which means that, all else equal (that is, even in a poorly performing economy),
one should expect to see quite rapid increases in earnings and incomes of middleincome households.
This section provides a rough measure of how much of the increase in
middle-income living standards derives from upgraded educational attainment
rather than from share of overall productivity growth. We would argue that
“credit” for the income increases obtained through rising educational attainment should be mostly given to the households themselves and not offered as
evidence that the wider U.S. economy is doing a particularly good job in generating acceptable outcomes for middle-income households.
In our analysis of middle-income living standards we begin by defining how
we measure living standards for middle-income households. Then we show the
sources of income growth for middle-fifth families over selected years to determine how much income growth for this group is coming from market incomes
versus other sources (government transfers, in particular) and to evaluate the future sustainability of these income gains given their sources. Next, we assess how
much of the income gains resulting from market income growth were driven by
increased effort on the part of households versus an increased return to that effort
(i.e., inflation-adjusted hourly wage growth). In our discussion, “effort” pertains
to both increased hours of work and to educational and experiential upgrading.
Lastly, we use these trends to estimate the extent to which a well-functioning
economy versus redistributive policies and increased household effort improved
living standards for middle-income families.

Measuring living standards at the middle

The term “middle class” is difficult to define with precision. For the purposes of
this section we examine the average income of the middle fifth of the household
income distribution. In 2007, this middle class income was $69,985, according to a dataset compiled by the CBO that measures comprehensive incomes.
The remainder of this section will draw largely on this CBO dataset, the chief
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advantage of which is that it measures many nonmoney components of income,
the most important of which is health care benefits provided by public sources
and employers, that are not tracked by the CPS annual survey’s money income
measures. Further, the CBO data track growth in realized capital gains, which
have been a growing source of overall income, and one that is quite concentrated
at the very top of the income distribution. The data go to 2007, which aligns with
our examination of trends up to the Great Recession.
Figure 2Z demonstrates the differences in growth of average incomes using both the “money” or “comprehensive” definitions of income. The “money
income” measure, which mirrors the “cash income” definition used by the
Census Bureau in its annual Current Population Survey report on income,
poverty, and health insurance coverage, likely is the most-cited measure of
living standards at the middle of the income distribution. However, in recent
years a number of “revisionist” studies have been released arguing that the
economic trajectory of the American middle class has been much more positive than the CPS cash income series implies. We use the CBO comprehensive
income data in much of the rest of this section in large part to assess the worth
of this revisionist literature.
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It is true that the comprehensive-income data (which, as described previously
in this chapter, include many sources of income excluded in the money income
definition) show substantially faster growth than the money-income data across
the entire income distribution. Average household money income for the middle
fifth rose 14.3 percent between 1979 and 2007, while average household comprehensive income for this group rose 19.2 percent (from $58,700 to $69,985).
For this fifth, this difference is largely explained by the rising share of noncash
transfers and employee benefits in overall average incomes of the middle fifth. The
much larger increase in comprehensive income for the top 5 percent of households (which rose from $269,956 to $663,172, or 145.7 percent compared with
a 63.5 percent increase in money income) is largely driven by the CBO dataset’s
inclusion of the value of realized capital gains.

Sources of income for the middle fifth

Table 2.13 draws upon CBO comprehensive income data to show the sources
of income for the middle fifth of the household income distribution for selected years. Unsurprisingly, wages (including imputed taxes, which for the middle
fifth are dominated by payroll taxes, which are directly determined by underlying
wages and assumed by the CBO to directly boost pretax income levels) make up
the largest share of income for this group—accounting for $45,315 of its total
$58,751 in income (in 2011 dollars) for 1979, or about 77 percent. However,
the share of comprehensive income accounted for by wages has fallen over time—
by 2007 wages accounted for $45,997 of $69,949 in comprehensive income, or
about 66 percent. (The dollar values shown in the table are from unrounded CBO
data, and thus differ slightly from those underlying Figure 2Z, which are from
rounded CBO data.)
This table also charts the changes in various income sources over time. Over
the entire 1979–2007 period, total average wages of the middle fifth rose only
$682, or an average 0.1 percent growth each year over this period. (Recall that
increases in household wages result from changes in three factors: the number
of workers in the household; annual hours employed household members work,
based on changes in weekly hours or weeks worked per year; and the inflationadjusted hourly wage of employed workers.)
This growth in total household wages explains only 6.1 percent of the $11,198
increase in comprehensive income between 1979 and 2007. Capital-based incomes
actually fell for the middle fifth over this period, dropping by a cumulative $455.
The bulk of the total increase in comprehensive income between 1979 and
2007 can be explained by growth in pension income, cash transfers, and in-kind
income. Pension income refers to income currently received by retirees for past
service (not employers’ current payments into plans for incumbent workers, as
they are sometimes classified in other data sources, such as the National Income
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and Product Accounts). As such, today’s pension income accruing to the middle
fifth largely reflects the past extent of pension coverage for this group. Cash transfers include items such as payments from unemployment insurance, veterans’
benefits, and, as the largest category, Social Security payments. In-kind income is
dominated by Medicaid, Medicare, and employer payments for ESI premiums.

Income growth for the middle fifth has been driven largely
by elderly households’ pension and transfer income

There is a common theme among these large sources of income growth for the
middle fifth: They are payments heavily weighted towards older (and often retired) households. The share of elderly households in the middle fifth increased
from 15.2 percent to 22.1 percent over this period, so it is not surprising that
income flows directed disproportionately toward these households seemingly accounted for a large share of overall income growth in the middle.
But the share of total growth accounted for by these income categories (85.6
percent) is so large that it seems unlikely that the rising share of elderly households in the middle fifth is the only trend driving this dynamic. To get a sense
of how much of overall income growth from 1979 to 2007 was driven by these
income categories, note that growth in pension income ($3,573), cash transfers
($2,797), and in-kind income ($3,205) (in-kind income was mostly from government transfers such as Medicare and Medicaid, which totaled $3,233, and excluded employer payments for health insurance premiums for reasons discussed in the
following section) all together account for $9,575, which is 85.5 percent of the
total $11,198 increase in comprehensive income. Although some cash transfers
are not directly targeted at older households, it seems safe to say that the growth
in cash transfers over the 1979 to 2007 period was dominated by Social Security.
Further, excluding employer contributions for health insurance premiums actually cuts out some income received by older households for retiree health insurance. All in all, these numbers point to a strong case that the large majority of
the increase in middle fifth incomes was a function of pensions and government
transfers directed toward elderly households.

Adjusting income for the truer contribution
of health care transfers

With the exception of pension income, which is largely derived from past market activity, market incomes contributed comparatively little to income growth
for the middle fifth of households. After pensions, the second-largest source of
growth of market-based income (all data columns except cash transfers and inkind income from government sources) for the middle fifth is the growth of employer contributions for health insurance premiums. Growth in this component
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of compensation lifted overall comprehensive income of the middle fifth by
$1,395 between 1979 and 2007, 12.5 percent of the total increase.
Although these large increases in health-insurance-premium contributions
cost employers real money, they are not clear evidence that the broader economy
is working well for middle-income families because the contributions do not necessarily buy substantially higher living standards for these families. To gauge how
much these premium contributions affect overall inflation-adjusted living standards, the CBO deflates the contributions (as well as other components of in-kind
income that are related to health care) with the same overall price deflator applied
to other income sources. Because the inflation measure behind the deflator—the
consumer price index for urban consumers, research series (CPI-U-RS)—does
not adequately reflect increases in health care costs, the CBO data likely overstates
living standards growth. The CPI-U-RS (used by the authors in most sections
of this book and by the CBO in their comprehensive income measures) does
not even include employer contributions for health insurance premiums in the
“basket” of goods that it tracks over time for price increases; only out-of-pocket
health care costs are included in this basket. But because “income” via employersponsored health care premiums can only be used to purchase health care, it seems
to us more appropriate to deflate it by a medical-care-specific price deflator.
This is especially important given that health care prices have grown far faster
(by a factor of nearly 3-to-1) than prices of other consumer goods and services.
The last two columns in Table 2.13 show the value of employer and government
health benefits received by the middle fifth deflated using the medical care price
deflator, the CPI-Medical Care (CPI-MC) from the Bureau of Labor Statistics
rather than the overall CPI-U-RS used in the preceding columns. This adjusted
method indicates that the value of health care benefits that the middle fifth received from employers actually declined from 1979 to 2007.
Although changing the deflator for employer-sponsored health care premiums seems like a relatively technical change to a small share of overall income,
it actually results in a -$1,737 swing in comprehensive income growth between
1979 and 2007 (the difference between the $1,395 gain when deflated by the
overall CPI-U-RS into a $342 decline when deflated with the CPI-MC). This adjustment effectively erases 15.5 percent of the entire rise in comprehensive income
over that period.
Further, applying the same medical care deflator to the value of Medicaid
and Medicare payments reduces growth of in-kind income going to the middle
fifth by a further $1,977 (the difference between the $3,233 gain when using
the CPI-U-RS deflator and the $1,256 gain using the CPI-MC). In all, deflating
medical-related in-kind income by medical-specific price deflators erases $3,714
($1,737 in ESI contributions plus $1,977 in Medicare and Medicaid payments)
or about one-third of the $11,198 total gain in comprehensive income between
1979 and 2007.
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Well-informed analysts have expressed doubt that the CPI-MC (and other
medical care price deflators that show similar trends) fully captures underlying
growth in the value of medical services provided in today’s economy relative to
decades past—in short, suggesting that the deflators show too large an increase
in prices because they don’t reflect that quality is improving. It is true that most
medical-care deflators in essence show no inflation-adjusted increase in the value of
medical care consumed in the United States between 1979 and 2007, even while
a growing share of the overall economy is spent in this sector. But even if medical
deflators cause too much of a “correction”—even if medical consumers are getting
some increased value for their increased dollars spent (indeed it would be strange to
think that today’s workers would happily accept the medical care and technologies
available only in 1979 as a perfect substitute for what they receive today), the value
has clearly not kept pace with rapid health care price inflation.
To make the point polemically, health care wise, the U.S. economy is performing quite poorly, both for workers and employers. While U.S. workers might
be unwilling to trade today’s U.S. health care for 1979-vintage U.S. health care,
they probably would happily accept 2010-vintage health care delivered in, say,
France, as a perfect substitute (or even, if the World Health Organization’s 2010
rankings are to be believed, a substantial improvement). And this French health
care bundle was available at less than half the price of the U.S. health care bundle
(OECD 2011).
In short, the CBO data, which show that government health care transfers
(Medicare and Medicaid) and employer contributions to health care premiums
contributed 41.4 percent to overall income growth of the middle fifth, likely significantly overstate these health care contributions. Adjusting government- and
employer-sponsored health care benefits to account for higher inflation of health
care prices relative to prices of other consumer goods shows that comprehensive
income of the middle fifth of U.S. households grew 12.7 percent from 1979 to
2007, not 19.1 percent.

Disproportionate growth of transfers directed toward elderly
households

The next two tables confirm the disproportionate growth of transfers directed
toward elderly households suggested by Table 2.13. Table 2.14 shows the sources
of income for the middle fifth of “elderly households,” households headed by persons age 65 and older. While average annual income of elderly households in the
middle fifth rose by a cumulative $12,696 between 1979 and 2007 (from $45,839
to $58,535), average annual wages fell by $3,439, and capital incomes fell by
$4,697. However, these declines were overwhelmingly offset by a $7,153 increase
in pension income, a $5,413 increase in cash transfers (surely dominated by Social Security payments), and an $8,265 increase in in-kind income (dominated
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by Medicaid and Medicare benefits). These findings support our conclusion that
transfer payments and pension increases specifically accruing to elderly households played a major role in supporting middle-fifth incomes.
Table 2.15 undertakes the same analysis for non-elderly households. Even
for this group, which should be much more dependent on labor earnings, wages
accounted for less than half ($5,311) of the overall $12,133 increase in comprehensive income between 1979 ($61,062) and 2007 ($73,194). Somewhat surprisingly, the increase in pension income, $2,140, accounted for nearly a fifth of
the total increase in income for non-elderly households in the middle fifth. If we
assign the full value of employer contributions for health insurance premiums to
this non-elderly group (which would, admittedly, be a small overstatement), then
employer contributions for ESI added $2,019 to overall income between 1979
and 2007.
Table 2.16 combines the data from the previous three tables with data on the
share of total households in the middle fifth that are elderly to show the shares of
overall income growth of the middle fifth of the income distribution contributed
by various household types and income sources. This allows us to examine how
much of the growth of middle-fifth incomes was due to particular types of households (e.g., elderly versus non-elderly) and types of income (e.g., wages versus
pensions versus cash transfers). To make the results fully comparable with others,
we used the CPI-U-RS to deflate health benefits and transfers.
Reading down the first column in Table 2.16, we can see that average comprehensive income of the middle fifth in 1979 was $58,751. Of this, $6,958 was
“contributed” by elderly households (computed by multiplying average elderly
household income in 1979, $45,839, by the share of middle-fifth households
that were elderly, 15.2 percent). The rest of the $58,751 was contributed by nonelderly households.
Reading down to the next block of rows, we can see that wages and imputed
taxes overall contributed $45,315 to overall income of $58,751 in 1979. Of this
contribution from wages, $1,900 came from elderly households while $43,415
came from non-elderly households.
In data columns 6 through 10, we track the change for each income type by
household type for various time periods. In the last column, we show how much
each household/income-type contributed to overall income growth for the middle
fifth of households between 1979 and 2007. Probably the most striking finding is
that annual wage earnings from non-elderly households contributed only $572,
or 5.1 percent, of the $11,198 increase in overall middle-fifth incomes. Given
that wages (including imputed taxes) constituted 65.8 percent of overall incomes
of the middle fifth, this small share suggests that the lackluster performance of
wages of non-elderly households bodes ill for future income growth.
As in Table 2.13, the last column in this table shows that pensions, cash
transfers and in-kind income (minus employer-sponsored insurance) accounted
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for 85.5 percent of overall income growth. Perhaps even more striking, however, is
that pensions, cash transfers, and in-kind transfers minus ESI directed exclusively
at elderly households accounted for 56.2 percent of overall income growth (18.0
percent from pensions, 19.3 percent from cash transfers, and 18.9 percent from
in-kind transfers).
In short, this table suggests that labor-market-driven outcomes have not been
an important contributor to the rise in incomes reported by CBO for the middle
fifth of households in the income distribution from 1979 to 2007. The relative
insignificance of wages on income growth is especially apparent when we account
for inflation in medical care by deflating the gains from employer-provided health
coverage and government-provided medical services. As discussed earlier, a correction for this reduces overall income growth for the middle fifth from 19.1 percent
to 12.7 percent.

The role of hours worked and educational upgrading
in wage growth

Although wages have made a relatively small contribution to wage growth for the
middle fifth of households in the income distribution, wages still constitute by
far the largest portion of middle-fifth household incomes. (Table 2.13 cites wages’
2007 share of comprehensive income as 65.8 percent, which includes 5.3 percent
in “imputed taxes” that are largely employer-side payroll taxes based on their labor earnings). Further, annual labor earnings made such a small contribution to
comprehensive income growth from 1979 to 2007 partially because non-elderly
households shrank as a share of all households in the middle fifth over the period. Table 2.15 showed that annual wages of working-age households increased
$5,311 from 1979 to 2007. Thus, determining how much of the gain in this
crucial income category was a function of increased work effort rather than higher
earnings per unit of work is key to assessing actual living-standards growth and
projecting how well labor-market-derived incomes are likely to boost non-elderly
middle-income households in coming years.
The next part of this section looks at how much of the overall increase in annual earnings of the middle fifth is driven by working more hours and upgrading
education and experience. Such earnings gains attest to the ingenuity and tenacity
of American households in striving for living-standards growth, and do not serve
as strong evidence that the economy has been performing satisfactorily. In our
view, gains achieved simply by working more are a gain in income, but a decline
in leisure, which has at best an ambiguous effect on living standards.
To undertake this examination, we switch back to the CPS microdata, because
the CBO data do not provide information on hours worked, educational attainment, or experience. Table 2.17 shows, for groups across the money income (not
comprehensive income) distribution, how much of the increase in annual wages of
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working households is attributable to higher hourly pay versus how much is attributable to more hours worked throughout the year (which would include changes
in the work status or work schedules of household members).
While there are many compelling findings in this table, we focus on trends
for the middle fifth of households. Between 1979 and 2007, annual wages of the
middle fifth increased 12.0 percent (from $49,260 to $55,560) (note that the
increases and shares differ from Table 2.13 because these are different data sources
and income concepts; see table notes). However, average annual hours worked
rose by 10.3 percent (from 3,007 to 3,335), while average hourly wages rose by
1.7 percent (from $16.38 to $16.66); therefore, 85.9 percent of the rise in annual
wages of the middle fifth was driven by increased work time.
Another striking finding of this table is that annual hours worked by the top
5 percent of households grew by only 1.9 percent over this period. Contrary to
many claims that rising inequality is largely a function of workaholism among
high-earners, all else equal, changes in work hours would have actually reduced
inequality over the 1979 to 2007 period.
Another interesting finding from the table is further evidence that the labor
market of the late 1990s was particularly favorable for workers across the board.
Hourly earnings rose faster for more income groups between 1995 and 2000
than in any other subperiod within the 1979–2007 period. For the bottom four
fifths, the vast majority of their earnings growth from 1979 to 2007 occurred in
the late 1990s.
Table 2.18 takes a closer look at annual hours worked of a specific type of
household: prime-age married couples (both spouses between age 25 and 54)
with children. As with Table 2.17, we need to use CPS microdata to examine
trends for this group, and we will focus the discussion here on households in
the middle fifth of the money income distribution. From 1979 to 2007, there
was little variance in the hours worked by men in this group, who tend to work
more than full time, full year (they worked 2,200 hours in 2007, versus 52
weeks at 40 hours per week, or 2,080 hours), and thus there is little room for
them to expand work hours. (This is known as a “ceiling effect,” since annual
hours are constrained by the available time in the day.) Women in this group, on
the other hand, logged marked increases in annual hours worked, particularly
over the 1980s. Between 1979 and 2007, women in the middle fifth increased
their hours by 58.5 percent (from 891 hours to 1,413 hours), or 522 hours on
average. This increase is the equivalent of over three months of full-time work.
Of course, the increased time that married couples with children contribute as a
unit to the paid labor market represents a challenge in terms of balancing work
and family, challenges that are exacerbated by the lack of family-friendly workplace policies such as guaranteed paid leave, including family leave, sick leave,
and vacations.
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Table 2.19 examines how much of the increase in the middle fifth’s annual
wages is attributable to workers’ increasing education and potential experience.
Put simply, individuals in the middle fifth of the income distribution were better
educated and somewhat older in 2007 than they were in 1979, and this should
mechanically pull up their earnings. To undertake this calculation, we divided
earners in the middle fifth of working-age households into 50 education/potential
experience “cells,” consisting of five educational categories (less than high school,
high school degree only, some college attendance, college degree, and advanced
degree) by 10 potential experience categories (0–5, 6–10, 11–15, 16–20, 21–25,
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26–30, 31–35, 36–40, 41–45, and 46+ years an individual could have worked
post-schooling, defined as age minus years of schooling minus 6).
For each year we calculate the share of earners in the middle fifth who fall
into each of these 50 cells and each group’s average hourly wage. We also calculate a “weight” for each cell, which is the share of total hours worked that are
worked by individuals in that cell. Note that the overall hourly wage of the middle fifth is equal to the sum across cells of the weights multiplied by the hourly
wage. Either higher cell wages or a movement of workers into higher-paid cells
over time will increase the overall average wage. We look to see precisely how
much wage growth is driven by movement into higher educational/experiential
attainment cells and how much is due to higher wages given workers’ levels of
education and potential experience.
The first five rows of the table show the share of earners in the middle fifth
with various levels of educational attainment in selected years between 1979 and
2007. The pattern toward educational upgrading is clear. For example, the share
of earners in the middle fifth with a high school degree or less fell from 64.0
percent in 1979 to 45.3 percent in 2007. Conversely, the share with a four-year
college degree or more rose from 14.5 percent to 22.3 percent.
The pattern toward increasing experience is evident in in the next row: Average potential experience among earners in the middle fifth increased from 17.8
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years in 1979 to 20.0 years in 2007, a 2.2-year increase in potential work experience, on average.
The bottom two rows show the actual earnings per hour of the middle fifth
and the hourly earnings that would result if the 1979 shares of educational attainment and potential experience were held constant over time. (It should be
noted that the row “Average hourly wages” in Table 2.19 will not exactly match
the hourly wages of the middle fifth in Table 2.17, due to the fact that Table 2.19
provides average hourly earnings of individuals, while Table 2.17 provides average
hourly earnings of households.) The row “Average hourly wages, 1979 weights”
is the result of a simple exercise that takes the educational and potential experience of 1979 as fixed (i.e., does not allow them to rise over time) and calculates
a counterfactual growth in hourly earnings for earners in the middle fifth based
on average hourly wages for these educational groups. In other words, this row
shows what the growth in hourly wages would have been if the middle fifth had
not increased their educational attainment and potential work experience.
Between 1979 and 2007, average hourly wages of the middle fifth increased
by 9.1 percent. But if the effects of education and experience upgrades are removed, the increase is only 2.3 percent (as shown in the last row). Thus, over this
period, three-quarters of the increase in earnings per hour was due to education
and experience upgrading, not to the economy generating higher real wages for
these workers independent of education and experience upgrades.
In short, educational and experiential upgrading, along with increased work
hours, accounted for the vast majority of the growth of annual wages for those
in the middle fifth of the income distribution between 1979 and 2007. Correspondingly, very little of the gains in annual wages were due to rising real wages
independent of these factors.
Recall from Table 2.17 that 85.9 percent of the total increase in annual earnings of middle-fifth households between 1979 and 2007 was attributable to more
hours being worked by these households, and only 14.1 percent was attributable
to higher hourly wages. Furthermore, the calculations in Table 2.19 imply that
75 percent of that growth in hourly wages was attributable to the substantial
educational and potential experience upgrading by the middle fifth, with only 25
percent attributable to higher real hourly wages for workers with a given amount
of education or experience. Putting these together, less than 4 percent of the total
increase in annual wages of households in the middle fifth of the income distribution is unaccounted for by more hours worked and education and experience
upgrades.
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The comprehensive income data from the CBO provided in Table 2.13 suggested
that average incomes of the middle fifth rose by 19.1 percent between 1979
and 2007. However, as Table 1.3 in Chapter 1 showed, about one-third of this
growth is actually driven by the way health benefits are valued; valuing health
benefits correctly (accounting for faster health care cost growth), reduces growth
for the middle fifth to 12.7 percent. Furthermore, more than half of this growth
was being driven by increased government transfers rather than developments
in the market economy. Excluding the growth in cash transfers, Medicare and
Medicaid, and other in-kind income apart from employer-sponsored health insurance, reduces growth for the middle fifth to 5.9 percent. Even further, about
one-fifth of this growth was driven by the contribution to wages made by increased work hours. And even this ignores the fact that education and experience
upgrading, documented earlier, generated nearly all growth in hourly wages over
this time period.
When all of these factors are excluded, market-based incomes of households
in the middle fifth of the income distribution rose just 4.8 percent from 1979 to
2007. This is the extent to which economic performance advanced the middle
fifth of American households without the benefit of the large, public social insurance programs. Further, much of this 4.8 percent growth was concentrated in
a single five-year burst in the late 1990s—a period of exceptionally tight labor
markets and rapid growth in wage and salary incomes. In fact, nearly half of the
4.8 percent growth between 1979 to 2007 period was achieved between 1995
and 2000. It seems extraordinarily hard to argue that a U.S. economy that has
generated 4.8 percent market-based income growth over 28 years (most of which
was crammed into a five-year window) is performing satisfactorily and generating
sustainable growth in middle-income living standards. Lastly, it is worth noting
that most of these market-based income gains stem from rising pension incomes
for the middle fifth. Given that today’s pension incomes are a function of pension
coverage rates that prevailed in the past, and given the trends in the rapid erosion
of pension coverage rates in recent decades documented in Chapter 4, it is hard to
believe that pension incomes will contribute this much to growth in middle-fifth
incomes in decades to come.
Given all of this, it is hard to see how the period between 1979 and 2007 can
be described as anything but disappointing for America’s middle-income households. It is obvious from the gap between income growth of the middle fifth (19.1
percent) and overall income growth (51.4 percent) that sharply rising income
inequality was a prime impediment to America’s middle-income families reaching
the full potential of income growth that the overall economy could have generated for them.
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This does not mean that gains in middle-fifth incomes generated by pension
income, Social Security, and health care for the elderly are insignificant. Improving
retirement income security of elderly households is a positive outcome. After all,
large social insurance programs such as Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid, and
unemployment insurance were designed to lift living standards—or at least arrest
their fall. They have succeeded in this goal. Further, the boost provided to today’s
middle-income households by employer-provided pension income earned from
past work is another very positive economic outcome—substantial retirement income was once a luxury only available to a narrow segment of the workforce.
Yet we can celebrate these sources of living standards growth for the middle
fifth while remaining concerned about their durability. The erosion of employerprovided pension coverage and quality in recent decades (surveyed in Chapter
4) suggests that employer-provided pensions will not continue to be a driver of
income growth of elderly households. Further, the large social insurance programs
(Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid) that boosted income growth for the
middle fifth over the nearly three decades preceding the Great Recession are under constant scrutiny, and the level of protection they will provide in the future is
uncertain, hinging on political and policy decisions that will be debated continuously in the coming years.
Even if these social insurance programs are maintained and not reduced as
some are advocating, they are unlikely to boost middle-fifth incomes by the same
degree that they have in past decades, particularly if the health programs are deflated correctly. This is largely because a growing share of these social insurance
expenditures will have to be dedicated just to covering rising health care costs.
Additionally, the Social Security Administration is phasing in an increase of the
normal retirement age to 67, which will lower annual benefits for workers who
retire before they reach this new retirement age. In short, even if social insurance
programs undergo no policy changes, the programs will contribute less to growth
of middle-income living standards than provided during previous decades.

Conclusion
In recent decades, significant trends in American family and household incomes
have broken sharply with the past. While incomes of families at the upper reaches
of the income distribution have always far exceeded incomes at the middle and
bottom segments of the distribution, the ratios between top and bottom (and top
and middle) were actually quite stable for decades after World War II. In other
words, overall income growth was shared proportionately across the American
income distribution.
But since 1979, incomes at the top have soared while those at the middle and
bottom have stagnated for long stretches, growing solidly only during the period
of very tight labor markets in the late 1990s. Achieving economic growth that is
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both more rapid and more broadly shared—as was the case between 1947 and
1979—is perhaps the greatest economic challenge confronting the United States.
The years between 2007 and 2010 magnified this challenge. What we now
know as the Great Recession has already taken a large toll on incomes of most
Americans, with declines across the income distribution as well as across racial
and ethnic groups. Worse, the continued slow labor market recovery indicated by
projected slow declines in unemployment suggests that incomes will also likely be
slow to recover. Recall Figure 2J, which suggests typical families are unlikely to
regain the level of income they had in 2000 by 2020. The prospect of two decades
of lost income growth is quite likely, and this is troubling indeed.
While no serious economic analyst denies the rise in inequality since 1979,
experts do contest whether middle-income households can achieve living standards growth even in the face of this rising inequality. Some of those arguing
that middle-income growth in the decades preceding the Great Recession was acceptable simply define the threshold of decent economic performance as growth
exceeding zero. It is true that incomes of middle-income families grew between
1979 and 2007. However, this chapter has shown that a very large share of that
income growth derived from pension incomes and transfer payments to elderly
households and from government- and employer-provided medical benefits, the
large boost from which declines if deflated by the medical care price deflator
rather than the less appropriate deflator linked to the overall price index.
Only a small share of the income growth of middle-income families comes
from rising labor earnings. Given that wages constitute the majority of overall income for families in the middle of the income distribution, the failure of wages to
contribute significantly to income growth between 1979 and 2007 is also a cause
for much concern. Worse, the large majority of annual wage growth during this
period occurred because middle-income families worked more hours and became
more educated and experienced over time. These influences boosting earnings
growth—more hours worked, more education obtained, and more experience
gained—speak very well of middle-income families’ aspirations to carve out higher material standards of living. But they do not speak well of the overall economy’s
performance in helping families achieve these aspirations, nor do they bode well
for similar middle-income growth in the coming decades.
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Table and figure notes
Tables

Table 2.1. Average family income, by income group, 1947–2010. Underlying data are from
Current Population Survey Annual Social and Economic Supplement Historical Income Tables,
Table F-2, “Share of Aggregate Income Received by Each Fifth and Top 5 Percent of All Families, All Races: 1947– 2010,” Table F-3, “Mean Income Received by Each Fifth and Top 5
Percent of Families, All Races: 1947 to 2010,” and Table F-5, “Race and Hispanic Origin of
Householder—Families by Median and Mean Income: 1947 to 2010.” The years 1947, 1979,
1989, 2000, and 2007 are highlighted throughout the chapter because they are employment
cycle peaks and are similar in nature to business cycle peaks. 1995 represents a midway point
between cycles to show the growth or stagnation of the period. 2010 is highlighted because it
is the most recent year for which data are available. Data are inflated to 2011 dollars using the
CPI-U-RS (Consumer Price Index Research Series Using Current Methods).
Table 2.2. Average household income, by income group, 1967–2010. Underlying data are
from Current Population Survey Annual Social and Economic Supplement Historical Income
Tables, Table H-3, “Mean Income Received by Each Fifth and Top 5 Percent, All Races: 1967
to 2010.” Data are inflated to 2011 dollars using the CPI-U-RS.
Table 2.3. Minimum income thresholds for family and household income, by income
group, 1947–2010. Underlying data are from Current Population Survey Annual Social and
Economic Supplement Historical Income Tables, Table F-1, “Income Limits for Each Fifth and
Top 5 Percent of Families (All Races): 1947 to 2010,” and Table H-1, “Income Limits for Each
Fifth and Top 5 Percent of All Households: 1967 to 2010.” Data are inflated to 2011 dollars
using the CPI-U-RS.
Table 2.4. Sources of pretax comprehensive income, by income group, 2007. Underlying data are from the Congressional Budget Office, Average Federal Taxes by Income Group,
“Sources of Income for All Households, by Household Income Category, 1979 to 2007” [Excel spreadsheet]. Shares of pretax income, by income source, are given by CBO for the bottom,
second, middle, fourth, and top fifth, and the top 10, 5, and 1 percent. Average pretax income
is defined as the sum of each income groups’ wages, proprietors’ income, other business income, interest and dividends, capital gains pensions, cash transfers, in-kind income, imputed
taxes, and other income. For the purposes of this chapter, capital income is defined as the sum
of capital gains, interest and dividends, and other business income categories. Sources of income for the groups are calculated by multiplying the shares of each income source by average
pretax income. To calculate average pretax income by source for the 95th–< 99th percentile,
the aggregate incomes of the top 5 percent were subtracted from the aggregate incomes of the
top 10 percent and divided by the total number of households in the 95th–<99th percentile.
Aggregate income is calculated by multiplying the number of households in each income
group by average pretax income source. The number of households is calculated by subtracting
the number of households in the top 5 percent from the number of households in the top 10
percent. The same calculation is done for the 95th–<99th percentile using the top 5 percent
and the top 1 percent. The share of total income categories claimed by each group is calculated
by dividing the aggregate income for each income source in each income group by the total
aggregate income for all households, minus negative income. Data are inflated to 2011 dollars
using the CPI-U-RS.
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Table 2.5. Median family income by race and ethnicity, 1947–2010. Underlying data are
from Current Population Survey Annual Social and Economic Supplement Historical Income
Tables, Table F-5, “Race and Hispanic Origin of Householder—Families by Median and Mean
Income: 1947–2010.” Unlike with CPS microdata analyses presented in the book, race and
ethnicity categories are not mutually exclusive (i.e., persons of Hispanic origin may be of any
race, and white and black Hispanics are counted in the white and black columns as well as the
Hispanic column). Data are inflated to 2011 dollars using the CPI-U-RS.
Table 2.6. Share of average income growth accounted for by the bottom 95 percent, top 5
percent, and top 1 percent, by dataset and income concept, 1979–2007
Underlying data are from Piketty and Saez (2012, Table A-6); Current Population Survey Annual Social and Economic Supplement Historical Income Tables, Table H-3, “Mean Household
Income Received by Each Fifth and Top 5 percent;” Congressional Budget Office Average
Federal Taxes by Income Group, “Sources of Income for All Households, by Household Income
Category, 1979 to 2007” [Excel spreadsheet]; and Burkhauser, Larrimore, and Simon (2011),
Table 4, “Quintile Income Growth by Business Cycle Using Each Income Series.” Each income concept’s contribution to overall income growth is calculated by multiplying the change
in its average income from 1979 to 2007 by its share of the distribution (where, for example,
the share of the distribution for the top 1 percent is .01), and dividing the result by the change
in overall average income growth over the same time period.
Table 2.7. Effective tax rates for selected federal taxes, by income group, 1979–2007. Underlying data are from the Congressional Budget Office, Average Federal Taxes by Income Group,
“Average Federal Tax Rates for All Households, by Comprehensive Household Income Quintile, 1979–2007” [Excel spreadsheet]. CBO defines individual income taxes as taxes attributed
directly to households paying those taxes; social insurance (payroll) taxes are taxes attributed
to households paying those taxes directly or paying them indirectly through their employers.
Corporate income taxes are attributed to households according to a household’s share of capital
income, and federal excise taxes are attributed to households according to their consumption
of the taxed good or service.
Table 2.8. Tax rate, transfer rate, and tax rate net of transfers, by income group, 1979–
2007. Underlying data are from the Congressional Budget Office Average Federal Taxes by
Income Group, “Average Federal Tax Rates for All Households, by Comprehensive Household
Income Quintile, 1979–2007,” “Sources of Income for All Households, by Household Income
Category 1979 to 2007” [Excel spreadsheets] and unpublished data related to the same report
on the composition of in-kind income, with a breakout for health spending (both government
transfers and employer-sponsored insurance benefits). The tax rate is taken directly from the
first Excel spreadsheet cited here, while the transfer rate is calculated as the share of cash transfers and Medicare and Medicaid spending in comprehensive income.
Table 2.9. Educational attainment, by income group, selected years, 1979–2007. Underlying data are from Current Population Survey Annual Social and Economic Supplement microdata; see Appendix A for details. The data are sorted by household income and placed into the
income groupings. Then, an hours-weighted measure of the share of all hours worked by workers with the given educational attainment is constructed for each of the income groupings.
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Table 2.10. Share of market-based personal income, by income type, selected years, 1959–
2010. Underlying data for total capital income, rent, dividends, interest, total labor income,
wages and salaries, fringe benefits, and proprietors’ income are from Bureau of Economic
Analysis National Income and Product Accounts, Table 2.1, “Personal Income and Its Disposition.” Underlying data for realized capital gains come from the Internal Revenue Service, SOI
Tax Stat–Individual Time Series Statistical Tables, Historical Table 1, “All Individual Income Tax
Returns: Sources of Income and Tax Items, Tax Years 1913–2005,” and Table 1, “Individual
Income Tax Returns: Selected Income and Tax Items for Specified Tax Years, 1999–2009.”
Rent, dividends, interest, total labor income, wages and salaries, fringe benefits, proprietors’
income, and net capital gains are divided by the total market income (the sum of total capital
income, total labor income, and proprietors’ income) for select years.
Table 2.11. Effect of the shift from labor to capital income on the top 1 percent of households, selected years, 1979–2007. Underlying data are from the Congressional Budget Office,
Average Federal Taxes by Income Group, “Sources of Income for All Households, by Household
Income Category, 1979 to 2007” [Excel spreadsheet]. The counterfactual holds the share of all
income accounted for by capital income constant at its 1979 level. By implication, this means
that all non-capital income sources rise over that time period (since overall income growth
is assumed to remain the same). This extra non-capital income is distributed across income
groupings in proportion to their actual income shares over time. Then the counterfactual income level of the top 1 percent is calculated and compared with actual trends. Data are inflated
to 2011 dollars using the CPI-U-RS.
Table 2.12. Corporate sector income shares, profit rates, and capital-to-output ratio, selected years, 1959–2010. Underlying data are from the Bureau of Economic Analysis National Income and Product Accounts, Table 1.14, “Gross Value Added of Domestic Corporate
Businesses in Current Dollars and Gross Value added of Nonfinancial Domestic Corporate
Business in Current and Chained Dollars” and BEA Fixed Assets Accounts, Table 6.1, “Current-Cost Net Stock of Private Fixed Assets by Industry Group and Legal Form of Organization.” Total income shares are the sum of labor and capital income, specifically the sum of line
items Compensation and Net Operating Surplus to get net value added in NIPA Table 1.14.
Labor share is the share of compensation in net value added and capital is net operating surplus
over net value added. Pretax profit rate is the net operating surplus divided by private fixed
corporate assets, line item 2 from Table 6.1. Post-tax profit rate is the net operating surplus,
without taxes, divided by private fixed corporate assets. The capital-to-output ratio is private
fixed corporate assets divided by the constructed net value added.
Table 2.13. Change in sources of comprehensive income, middle fifth of households, selected years, 1979–2007 (2011 dollars). Underlying data are from the Congressional Budget
Office, Average Federal Taxes by Income Group, “Sources of Income for All Households, by
Household Income Category, 1979 to 2007” [Excel spreadsheet], as well as unpublished data
related to the same CBO Web resource on the composition of in-kind income, with a breakout
for health spending (both government transfers and employer-sponsored insurance benefits).
“Imputed taxes” are taxes that are not directly paid by households to government (such as the
employer’s share of the payroll tax), but which are “paid” in the form of lower wages and thus
are added by the CBO to actual, observed wages to produce the measure of “pretax” income.
“Other income” in the pensions category includes withdrawals from 401(k) plans and traditional pensions and a small category of “other income” that CBO links with pension income in
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its reports. Note that the unpublished CBO data are unrounded, and produce slightly different
income dollar values than the publicly available CBO dataset underlying Figures 2M and 2Z.
For deflation of health care benefits (both transfers and employer-provided) we use the Consumer Price Index for medical care (CPI-MC) instead of the Consumer Price Index for Urban
Consumers, Research Series (CPI-U-RS) that is used throughout the book.
Table 2.14. Change in sources of comprehensive income for elderly households in the
middle fifth, selected years, 1979–2007. Underlying data are unpublished data on income
source by family type from the Congressional Budget Office related to its 2010 Web resource,
Average Federal Taxes by Income Group. “Imputed taxes” are taxes that are not directly paid by
households to government (such as the employer’s share of the payroll tax), but which are
“paid” in the form of lower wages and thus are added by the CBO to actual, observed wages
to produce the measure of “pretax” income. “Other income” in the pensions category includes
withdrawals from 401(k) plans and traditional pensions, and a small category of “other income” that CBO links with pension income in its reports. The income levels for “Wages and
imputed taxes” column and the “Pensions and other income” columns are calculated by the
sum of the product of the shares of wages and imputed taxes multiplied by average pre-tax
income for each income group and the sum of the product of the share of pensions and other
income multiplied by average pretax income. The contribution to shares from income sources
is calculated by multiplying the change in the types of income sources by the changes in the
total income for elderly households. Data are inflated to 2011 dollars using the CPI-U-RS.
Table 2.15. Change in sources of comprehensive income for non-elderly households in
the middle fifth, selected years, 1979–2007. Underlying data are unpublished data on income source by family type from the Congressional Budget Office related to its 2010 Web
resource, Average Federal Taxes by Income Group. “Imputed taxes” are taxes that are not directly
paid by households to government (such as the employer’s share of the payroll tax), but which
are “paid” in the form of lower wages and thus are added by the CBO to actual, observed
wages to produce the measure of “pretax” income. “Other income” in the pensions category includes withdrawals from 401(k) plans and traditional pensions, and a small category of “other
income” that CBO links with pension income in its reports. The income levels for “Wages
and imputed taxes” column and the “Pensions and other income” columns are calculated by
the sum of the product of the shares of wages and imputed taxes multiplied by average pretax
income for each income group and the sum of the product of the share of pensions and other
income multiplied by average pretax income. The contribution to shares from income sources
is calculated by multiplying the change in the types of income sources by the changes in the total income for non-elderly households. Data are inflated to 2011 dollars using the CPI-U-RS.
Note that the unpublished CBO data are unrounded, and produce slightly different income
dollar values than the publicly available CBO dataset underlying Figures 2M and 2Z.
Table 2.16. Contributions to middle-fifth income growth, by income category and household type, selected years, 1979–2007. Underlying data are unpublished data on income
source by family type from the Congressional Budget Office related to its 2010 Web resource,
Average Federal Taxes by Income Group. Data are inflated to 2011 dollars using the CPI-U-RS.
Table 2.17. Contribution of hours versus hourly wages to annual wage growth for working-age households, by income group, selected years, 1979–2007. Underlying data are
from Current Population Survey Annual Social and Economic Supplement microdata; see
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Appendix A for details. Households are ranked in the same way as in the Congressional Budget
Office data—by household income divided by the square root of household size. Average annual wages and annual hours worked for each income group are then calculated, and a household average for hourly wages is calculated by dividing annual wages by annual hours. Data are
inflated to 2011 dollars using the CPI-U-RS.
Table 2.18. Annual hours worked by married men and women age 25–54 with children,
by income group, selected years, 1979–2010. Underlying data are from the Current Population Survey Annual Social and Economic Supplement microdata; see Appendix A for details.
Table 2.19. Impact of increasing education and experience on hourly wages of individuals
in the middle fifth of the income distribution, selected years, 1979–2007. Underlying data
are from Current Population Survey Annual Social and Economic Supplement microdata; see
Appendix A for details. Households are ranked in the same way as in the Congressional Budget
Office data—by household income divided by the square root of household size. Fifty age/experience “cells” are created (five educational categories by 10 potential experience categories).
Average hourly earnings are calculated for each cell. To get the counterfactual wage growth
that would have happened without education and experience upgrading, we hold the 1979 cell
weights (i.e., the shares of total hours worked in each year by a given cell) constant, but allow
the within-cell wage growth to occur. Data are inflated to 2011 dollars using the CPI-U-RS.

Figures

Figure 2A. Real median family income, 1947–2010. Underlying data are from Current
Population Survey Annual Social and Economic Supplement Historical Income Tables, Table
F-5, “Race and Hispanic Origin of Householder—Families by Median and Mean Income:
1947 to 2010.” Data are inflated to 2011 dollars using the CPI-U-RS.
Figure 2B. Real median income of working-age families, 1975–2010. Underlying data are
from Current Population Survey Annual Social and Economic Supplement microdata; see Appendix A for details. Data are inflated to 2011 dollars using the CPI-U-RS.
Figure 2C. Average family income growth, by income group, 1947–2007. Underlying data
are from Current Population Survey Annual Social and Economic Supplement Historical Income Tables, Table F-3, “Mean Income Received by Each Fifth and Top 5 Percent of Families,
All Races: 1966 to 2010.” Data are inflated to 2011 dollars using the CPI-U-RS.
Figure 2D. Black median family income, as a share of white median family income, 1947–
2010. Underlying data are from Current Population Survey Annual Social and Economic
Supplement Historical Income Tables, Table F-5, “Race and Hispanic Origin of Householder—
Families by Median and Mean Income: 1947 to 2010.”
Figure 2E. Median family income growth, by nativity, 1993–2010. Underlying data are
from Current Population Survey Annual Social and Economic Supplement microdata; see
Appendix A for details. Data is inflated to 2011 dollars using the CPI-U-RS and then indexed
to 1993=100.
Figure 2F. Change in average family income, by income group, 2007–2010. Underlying
data are from Current Population Survey Annual Social and Economic Supplement Historical
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Income Tables, Table F-3, “Mean Income Received by Each Fifth and Top 5 Percent of Families,
All Races: 1966 to 2010.” Data are inflated to 2011 dollars using the CPI-U-RS.
Figure 2G. Change in real family income from the business cycle peak years 1989, 2000,
and 2007. Underlying data are from Current Population Survey Annual Social and Economic
Supplement Historical Income Tables, Table F-3, “Mean Income Received by Each Fifth and
Top 5 Percent of Families, All Races: 1966 to 2010.” Data for each recession are indexed to
the business cycle peak year preceding the recession=100.
Figure 2H. Average capital gains of the top 5% of the income distribution and the S&P
500 composite price index, 1979–2011. Underlying data are from Piketty and Saez (2012,
Tables A-6 and A-8) and Shiller (2012). The inflation-adjusted S&P 500 data are taken directly from Shiller and converted into an index (1989=100). Income derived from realized
capital gains is taken from Piketty and Saez (2012) and converted into an index as well. The
Shiller data can be found at: http://www.econ.yale.edu/~shiller/data.htm, and the Piketty and
Saez data can be found at: http://elsa.berkeley.edu/~saez/TabFig2010.xls.
Figure 2I. Change in real median household income, by race and ethnicity, 2007–2010.
Underlying data are from Current Population Survey Annual Social and Economic Supplement Historical Income Tables, Table H-5, “Race and Hispanic Origin of Householder—
Households by Median and Mean Income: 1967–2010.”
Figure 2J. Change in real family income of the middle fifth, actual and predicted, 2000–
2018. Underlying data are from the Current Population Survey Annual Social and Economic
Supplement Historical Income Tables, Tables F-2, F-3, and F-5. Data are inflated to 2011 dollars using the CPI-U-RS. The projections are based on a regression analysis, based roughly on
Katz and Krueger (1999), that uses the annual change in inflation-adjusted income of families
in the middle fifth of the money income distribution as the dependent variable and the level
of unemployment as the independent variable. The projections then use the regression parameters to forecast annual changes in middle-fifth family income based on unemployment forecasts through 2018 that are made by the Congressional Budget Office and Moody’s Economy.
com, a division of Moody’s Analytics.
Figure 2K. Income growth for families at the 20th, 50th, and 95th percentiles, 1947–
2010. Underlying data are from Current Population Survey Annual Social and Economic
Supplement Historical Income Tables, Table F-1, “Income Limits for Each Fifth and Top 5
Percent of Families (All Races): 1947 to 2010,” and Table F-5, “Race and Hispanic Origin of
Householder—Families by Median and Mean Income: 1947 to 2010.” Data are inflated to
2011 dollars using the CPI-U-RS and then indexed to 1979=100.
Figure 2L. Income growth for families at the 20th, 50th, and 95th percentiles, by nativity,
1993–2010. Underlying data are from Current Population Survey Annual Social and Economic Supplement microdata; see Appendix A for details. Data are inflated to 2011 dollars
using the CPI-U-RS and then indexed to 1993=100.
Figure 2M. Change in real annual household income, by income group, 1979–2007. Underlying data are from the Congressional Budget Office, Average Federal Taxes by Income Group,
“Sources of Income for All Households, by Household Income Category, 1979 to 2007”
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[Excel spreadsheet]. Cumulative growth is calculated by dividing the average pretax income
in the base year (1979) into average pretax income in each subsequent year (1980–2007). The
data provide average pretax income for the bottom, second, middle, fourth, and top fifths, and
for the top 10, 5, and 1 percents. For the 80th–<90th percentile, average pretax income is
calculated by subtracting the aggregate income of the top 10 percent from aggregate income
of the top fifth and dividing by the total number of households in the 80th–<90th percentile.
Aggregate income is calculated by multiplying the number of households in each income
group by average pretax income. The number of households is calculated by subtracting the
number of households in the top 10 percent from the number of households in the top fifth.
This same procedure is done between the top 10 percent and top 5 percent to calculate average
pretax income for the 90th–<95th percentile and between the top 5 percent and top 1 percent
to calculate the average pretax income for the 95th–<99th percentile. Note that this publicly
available CBO dataset is rounded, and produces slightly different income dollar values than
the unpublished, unrounded CBO data underlying tables 2.13 and 2.16. Data are inflated to
2011 dollars using the CPI-U-RS, and then indexed to 1979=0.
Text Box Figure 2AA. Share of income held by high-income groups, 1913–2010. Underlying data are from Piketty and Saez (2012, Table A-3), Current Population Survey Annual
Social and Economic Supplement Historical Income Tables, Table H-2, “Share of Aggregate
Income Received by Each Fifth and Top 5 Percent of Households,” and the Congressional
Budget Office Average Federal Taxes by Income Group report, “Average Pre-Tax Income for All
Households, by Household Income Category, 1979–2007” [Excel spreadsheet]. The top 5
percent share is shown because the CPS data do not allow examination of the top 1 percent.
Text Box Figure 2AB. Share of income held by top 1 percent in developed countries,
1913–2009. Underlying data are from The World Top Incomes database.
Figure 2N. Change in the share of market income and post-tax, post-transfer income
that households claim, by income group, 1979–2007. Underlying data are from the Congressional Budget Office, Average Federal Taxes by Income Group, “Pre-Tax Income Shares All
Households, by Household Income Category, 1979–2007,” “After-Tax Income Shares for All
Households, by Household Income Category, 1979–2007,” and “Sources of Income for All
Households, by Household Income Category, 1979 to 2007” [Excel spreadsheets] and unpublished health benefit data pertaining to this report. The shares of pre- and post-tax income
are taken directly from the first two datasets cited here. The change in market income is then
expressed as a share of the overall change in pretax income (transfers are essentially the only
nonmarket income type that changes the pretax income shares).
Figure 2O. Effect of tax policies on each household income group’s share of total income, 1979 and 2007, and the difference needed in 2007 to preserve
1979 post-tax shares. Underlying data are from the Congressional Budget Office,
Average Federal Taxes by Income Group, “Average Federal Tax Rates for All Households, by
Comprehensive Household Income Quintile, 1979–2007”and “Sources of Income for All
Households, by Household Income Category, 1979 to 2007” [Excel Spreadsheets].
Figure 2P. Average effective federal tax rates, by household income group, 1979–2007.
Underlying data are from the Congressional Budget Office, Average Federal Taxes by Income
Group, “Average Federal Tax Rates for All Households, by Comprehensive Household Income
Quintile, 1979–2007” [Excel spreadsheet] and “Effective Federal Tax Rates for All Households,
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by Comprehensive Household Income Category, 1979 to 2005 (Percent)” [Excel spreadsheet
supplement to Historical Effective Federal Tax Rates: 1979 to 2005]. The tax rates for the top
.01, top 0.1 and top 1.0 percent are given by CBO. The tax rates for the 20th–<90th percentile, 90th–<95th percentile, and the 95th–<99th percentile are calculated by taking an average
of each income groups’ tax rate weighted by their share of total income.
Figure 2Q. Average effective federal tax rates, by income group, 1960–2004. Underlying
data are from Piketty and Saez (2007), Table 2, “Federal Rates by Income Groups, 1960 to
2004.” The top .01 percent, the 99.9th–<99.99th percentile, 99.5th–<99.9th percentile, and
99.0–<99.5th percentile data are provided. The 20th–<99th percentile tax rate was calculated
as an average of each income groups’ tax rate weighted by their share of total income.
Figure 2R. Change in real cash and medical transfer income, by income group, 1979–
2007. Underlying data are from the Congressional Budget Office, Average Federal Taxes by
Income Group, “Sources of Income for All Households, by Household Income Category, 1979
to 2007” [Excel spreadsheet] and unpublished data related to the same report on the composition of in-kind income, with a breakout for health spending (both government transfers as well
as employer-sponsored insurance benefits).
Figure 2S. Change in tax rate, transfer rate, and tax rate net of transfers, by income group,
1979–2007. Data in Figure 2S are a subset of the data in Table 2.8.
Figure 2T. Change in real annual household wages, by income group, 1979–2007. Underlying data are from the Congressional Budget Office Average Federal Taxes by Income Group,
“Sources of Income for All Households, by Household Income Category, 1979 to 2007” [Excel
spreadsheet]. Cumulative growth is calculated by dividing the average wages in the base year
(1979) into average wages in each subsequent year (1980–2007). Average wages by income
group are calculated by multiplying the share of wages by the average pretax income in each
income group. See Figure 2M notes for calculations of the 80th–<90th percentile, 90th–<95th
percentile, and 95th–<99th percentile. Data are inflated to 2011 dollars using the CPI-U-RS,
and then indexed to 1979=0.
Figure 2U. Change in real household capital income, by income group, 1979–2007. Underlying data are from the Congressional Budget Office, Average Federal Taxes by Income Group,
“Sources of Income for All Households, by Household Income Category, 1979–2007” [Excel
spreadsheet]. Cumulative growth is calculated by dividing the average capital income in the
base year (1979) into average capital income in each subsequent year (1980–2007). Average
capital income by income group is calculated by multiplying the share of capital income by
the average pretax income in each income group. See Figure 2M notes for calculations of the
80th–<90th percentile, 90th–<95th percentile, and 95th–<99th percentile; see Table 2.4 notes
for explanation of capital income. Data are inflated to 2011 dollars using the CPI-U-RS, and
then indexed to 1979=0.
Figure 2V. Share of total household capital income claimed, by income group, 1979–
2007. Underlying data are from the Congressional Budget Office, Average Federal Taxes by Income Group, “Sources of Income for All Households, by Household Income Category, 1979 to
2007” [Excel spreadsheet]. The share of capital income is each income group’s capital income
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share of the total capital income for all income groups. See Table 2.4 notes for the calculations
for income group breakdowns and definition of capital income.
Figure 2W. Pretax and post-tax profit rates, 1959–2010. Underlying data are from the Bureau of Economic Analysis National Income and Product Accounts tables, Table 1.14, “Gross
Value Added of Domestic Corporate Businesses in Current Dollars and Gross Value added of
Nonfinancial Domestic Corporate Business in Current and Chained Dollars” and Fixed Assets Accounts tables, Table 6.1, “Current-Cost Net Stock of Private Fixed Assets by Industry
Group and Legal Form of Organization.” For calculations of pretax and post-tax profit rate,
see Table 2.12 notes.
Figure 2X. Capital share of total corporate-sector income, actual and counterfactual holding 1979 profit rate constant, 1979–2010. Underlying data are from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, National Income and Product Accounts tables, Table 1.14, “Gross Value Added
of Domestic Corporate Businesses in Current Dollars and Gross Value added of Nonfinancial
Domestic Corporate Business in Current and Chained Dollars” and Fixed Assets Accounts tables, Table 6.1, “Current-Cost Net Stock of Private Fixed Assets by Industry Group and Legal
Form of Organization.” For calculations of pretax and post-tax profit rate, see Table 2.12 notes.
Figure 2Y. Share of total household income growth attributable to various income groups,
1979–2007. Underlying data are from the Congressional Budget Office Average Federal Taxes
by Income Group, “Sources of Income for All Households, by Household Income Category,
1979 to 2007” [Excel spreadsheet]. Each group’s contribution to overall income growth is
calculated by multiplying the change in its average income from 1979 to 2007 by its share of
the distribution (where, for example, the share of the distribution for the top 1 percent is .01),
and dividing the result by the change in overall average income growth over the same time
period. For pretax income calculations of the 90th–<95th percentile and 95th–99th percentile,
see Figure 2M notes.
Figure 2Z. Change in household income, as reported by CBO comprehensive income data
and CPS money income data, by income group, 1979–2007. Underlying data are from
Congressional Budget Office Average Federal Taxes by Income Group report, “Sources of Income
for All Households, by Household Income Category, 1979 to 2007” [Excel spreadsheet], and
Current Population Survey Annual Social and Economic Supplement Historical Income Tables,
Table F-3, “Mean Income received by each fifth and top 5 percent of all families, 1966–2010.”
Percentage change of household income is calculated between the years 1979 and 2007. Note
that this publicly available CBO dataset is rounded, and produces slightly different income
dollar values than the unpublished, unrounded CBO data underlying tables 2.13 and 2.16.
Data are inflated to 2011 dollars using the CPI-U-RS, and then indexed to 1979=0.

